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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduction
.
The success of a democratic form of government is depend-
ent upon the extent to which its citizens are interested and
participate in its political activities. High school seniors,
within a few years of obtaining the privilege of voting,
should have developed nfter twelve years in the schools of a
democratic society, an interest in political affairs. Pre-
vious investigators have shown that the high school senior
has little knowledge of political affairs and have therefore
concluded that the student has little interest in political
affairs.
Estimates of the high school senior's interest in po-[.i-
tics have been b^sed upon his score on information tests of
political or current events. There is yet question as to
whether such tests accurately determine interests. After
analyzing the information test as an objective iiie=)3arement
of interest. Fryer concludes that.
There is no valid evidence that something diff-
erent to abilities is measured by Information
tests. What is thought to be an evidence of in-
terests in these measures of information may be
but a measure of the extent to which these tests
are measures of the same abilities. The safest
conclusion as already stated, is that information
tests measure informational
1. Douglas Fryer. The Measurement of Interests . Henry Holt
and Company, 1931. p. 290.
-1
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In a more recent study Thelma Hunt states,
It is rather difficult to make any very conclusive
generalization ?8 to the value of information tests
as measures of Interests... Information tests as
measures of interest are likely to fall short of
the purpose for which they were devised in failing
to sample extensively enough the field of testing,
measuring ability or experience rather than in-
terests and in putting too high a premium on ab-
stract intelligence and verbal ability. ^
The conclusions of these two investigators is further
substantiated by Edward K. Strong who states, "The evidence
to date is that the information test is a measure of ability
and not of interest.
In view of the weakness of information tests as measures
of interest it is well to investigate the problem of student
Interest in politics by another approach, a method in which
the student indicates his interest in politics by the prefer-
ence he shows for political activities.
The Problem .
It was the purpose of this investigation to discover
through the use of a "Preference Indicator" devised by the
writer the interest of the high school senior in politics.
The degree of the student's Interest was Indicated by the
frequency with which he chose activities of a political
nature in preference to activities associated with school
1. Thelma Hunt. Measurement in Psychology . Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1936. p. 179.
2. Edward K. Strong, Jr. Vocational Interests of Men and
Women. Stanford University Press, 19^3. p. 28.
4-
subjects In the flel'ls of science, fine arts, practical
arts, language arts, history, sociology and business ed-
ucation.
The Scope of the 3tudy «
In ad'lltlon to determining the high school senior's
Interest In politics through the analysis of scores obtain-
ed on the "Preference Indicator" the Investigator sought to
determine if there were a relationship between the student's
political score and:
1. the high school course In which he was enrolled,
2. his enrollment In a "problem" course,
3. the frequency with which his conversations, his
reading, and the radio programs to which he listen-
ed concerned topics of political nature,
4. the size an'^ type of community In which he lived.
The political Interest scores of the students who In-
dicated that the social studies were the subjects they liked
best and In which they received their best marks were com-
pared with the scores of those students who designated that
the social studies were the subjects they liked least and In
which they received their worst marks.
Through the process of Item analysis according to cri-
terion groups those Items were determined which discrimina-
ted between the students most and least Interested In poli-
tics.
r
The study was bssed upon the scores obtained by four
hundred students In six different communities. The com-
munities ranged In population from four thousand to seventy-
five thousand and Included residential and Industrial towns
and cities.
fc
CHAPTER II
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Investigations pertaining to the relationship of the
high school senior and the political aspect of his environ-
ment have tended to fall Into two categories; those relating
to the political Information possessed by the student and
those relating to the student's interest In political affairs.
Studies Determining Students' Political Information .
The following studies Investigated the student's know-
ledge of current affairs by tests which Included Items of
political content. The fact that low scores were obtained on
the tests as a whole Indicated that the student's knowledge
of the political Items was of no great amount.
1
"The New England Test "(1931)
In 1931 George Makechnle reported upon the findings of
a test constructed by a joint committee from the New England
Superintendents' Association, the New England Council and the
Boston University School of Education. The purpose of the test
was to discover what high school seniors In New England knew
about political, social and economic affairs. Every New Eng-
land state was Included In the survey and five thousand atu-
ents were tested.
Sections I and II of the test, through the use of twenty-
five multiple choice and fifteen completion Items, tested
1. Albert G. Rellley. Are High School Seniors Interested
In Things Political? Unpublished master's thesis. Boston
University School of Education, 1936. pp. 47-49.
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the students* knowledge of political concepts such *53 the
Monroe Doctrine, League of Nations and Five Year Plan, By
a matching exercise in Section III, the students were to
identify thirty leaders in the political, social and econo-
mic fields. Ten groups of statements concerning New Eng-
land affairs in which the students were to check the true
statements comprised the lest section of the test.
High school seniors in New England were shown to be
lacking in acquaintance with the political, social and eco-
nomic phases of their environment. The average score ob-
tained was forty-five per cent. Ninety-six per cent of the
students received a score of seventy-five per cent or less,
"South Portland Current History Test "(1935)^
In South Portland, Maine, a test requiring the identi-
fication of persons and events prominent in the news of the
previous year was compiled by school administrators. The
test was given to eighteen hundred students from grade six
through the high school, including post graduates. Sixty
per cent of the items were concerned with political and
economic affairs. The possible score was fifty.
The median score of the senior boys was forty-four,
while that of the girls was forty. The scores from the ninth
through the twelfth grade consistently indicated that the
boys had a superior knowledge of current affairs.
1, L.CDay. "Boys and Girls an-i Current Events." The
Elementary School Journal 36:35^-355, January 1936.
f
"The Regents' Inquiry" (1937)1
The purpose of this study was to analyze the civic com-
petence of students in the public schools of the st^te of
New York. One of the tests consisted of fifty-three multiple
choice items about national affairs and forty-seven about
world events. The test was given to 3,^67 students of whom
l,04o were seniors In high school. The average raw score
of the senior boys was 57.55, that of the girls, 50.70. The
median score for the entire senior group was 52.7.
The generalization was made that the students were most
informed about matters concerning current industrial unrest
and governmental activities. They were least Informed In
respect to foreign affairs, communism an'^ changes in govern-
mental structure. Students in small towns tended to know
less about public persons than did students In larger com-
munities. The latter also had a greater knowledge of current
events,
"Time Current Affairs Test" (1946)2
Time magazine has sponsored annually a Current Affairs
Contest in the secondary schools throughout the country.
This particular one was given in th© period January to March 1
1946, The students' knowledge concerning events in national
1, Howard E. Wilson. E-lucation for Citizenship . The
Regents ' Inquiry
. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1938 p. 29f.
2, Letter from Alvin C. Eurlch to writer in December 1946.

8and International news, science, fine arts etc. was tested
by means of 105 multiple choice Items.
For 1,616 twelfth grade students In the public schools
the range was from seven through ninety-eight, with a median
raw score of forty-two. The range for 3,004 seniors In prl- I
vate high schools was from two to ninety-eight, with a med-
ian score of forty-eight.
"a Study to Determine the Extent to ^Tilch High School Seniors
are Familiar with Current Happenings." (19^6)1
The author of this study sought to determine the know-
ledge high school seniors had of persons and events In current
political, economic and social affairs. The Instrument was
a test of 123 questions of the multiple choice type and two
of the completion type.
The girls achieved a mean score 57.7 which compared
unfavorably to the mean score of 79.3 for the boys. The
students In the college preparatory courses Indicated a great-
er knowledge of current affairs than did the students In the
!
commercial and general courses. The mean scores were; seven-
ty-seven for the college preparatory group, fifty-three for |
the commercial students and sixty-four for those enrolled In
the general course. Those students who had taken only one
and two social studies courses had a mean score of slxty-
1. Mervln Arnold Rowe. A Study to Determine the Extent to
Which High School Seniors are Familiar with Current Happen-
ings
.
Unpublished master's thesis. Boston University
School of Education, 19^6.

five; those who had taken three to five subjects in this area
had a mean score of sixty-two. A mean score of eighty was
recorded by those students who had studied six and seven sub-
jects in the social studies field.
Citing the results of several studies reviewed in this
chapter which measured the knowledge of high school seniors in
current events and politics, one investigator states, .the
conclusion to be drawn from all of this is that one of the
weaknesses that mark the operation of political democracy is
a prevailing lack of interest in things political."!
Studies Determining Students' Political Interest s.
The following studies sire those which were concerned
with determining the high school senior's interest in govern-
mental and political affairs.
"Test of Civic Interests, Understandings and Attitudes of
High School Seniors" (1931)2
The purpose of this study was to determine the interest
and knowledge of high school students in events and persons
important in political, social, religious and economic fields.
The test constructed by the investigator was given to 250
seniors in three different high schools.
1. John J. Mahoney. For Us the Living . Harper and
Brothers, 19^5. P. 117.
2. Albert J. Brooks. Test of Civic Interests^ Under -
standings and Attitudes of High School Seniors. Unpublished
master's thesis. Boston University School of Education, 1931.
c
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In Section I, the student was to identify twenty
people prominent in civic life. The median for the entire
group was five Items correct or twenty-five per cent. Group
B, composedt entirely of boys, exceeded the scores of the
other two groups. This was thought by the Investigator to
Indicate an "intimate Interest" in men of prominence. Scores
for the three groups are presented in Table !
TABLE I, MEDIAN SCORES FOR SECTION I IN TEST 0¥ CIVIC
INTERESTS.
Sroup Median Score
A 12.5%
B 47.5^
C 25 %
Entire G-roup 28 %
Section II comprised twenty "catch" words and phrases
of which the students were to give the meanings. The pur-
pose was to test their knowledge of history and their inde-
pendent readings. Examples of the phrases used are "Tea
Pot Dome", "Fourteen Points" and the "Spoils System". The
boys again led the other two groups In the amount of Interest
according to the interpretation made by the Investigator.
TABLE II. MEDIAN SCORES FOR SECTION II IN TEST OF CIVIC
1
INTERESTS.
Group Median Score
A 25 %
1
B 25 %
i
C 12.5^ !
Entire Group 20 %

Completion exercises in history and politics comprised
Section III. One of the purposes of this section was to de-
termine the students' Interest in current events. Once
again the boys evidenced more Interest than the other two
groups.
TABLE III. MEDIAN SCORES FOR SECTION III IN TEST OF CIVIC
INTERESTS
G-roup Median Score
A 21%
B 50%
C 29%
Entire Group
Sections IV and V tested knowledge of present day
problems and attitudes toward international affairs. There
were no conclusions drawn regarding the interest of the
students.
In the conclusion of the study the investigator says
that the low scores indicate a lack of acquaintance with
persons prominent in government and politics and a lack of
knowledge of civic problems. As for the amount of interest
of high school students In civic affairs, there is no final
conclusion made, but from the results of the first three
tests one may see that Group B, comprised of boys, attained
the highest scores which were an indication to the investi-
gator of their greater interest in the fields tested.

1
"Are High School Seniors Interested In Things Pollt leal? "( 1936)
In 1936, the author of this study sought to measure the
interest of high school seniors In politics through the use
of a test of Information. Knowledge of national, state end
local events and personalities were tested by an objective
test of four sections by the investigator. The test was ad-
ministered to 672 high school seniors in five different com- ,
munltles.
Section I contained the names of fifteen persons prom-
inent In state and national politics. These names were to
be identified by matching them with a phrase in a second list.
The median score for the entire group was 5.71. The majority
of the students recognized less than sixty per cent of the
leaders.
Section II consisted of a completion exercise of fif-
teen items; four concerned with political facts, the remain-
der with political personalities. The median score was 7.25.
The middle fifty per cent of the students knew between
twenty-eight and fifty-six per cent of the facts so tested.
|
The average score of the entire group was forty-five per
cent,
I
Twenty-five true and false statements in Section III
tested the students' knowledge of political facts. The !
median score for the group was 13.30. The middle fifty per
1. Albert G. Rellley, q£. clt ,

cent of the students knew between forty-one and eighty- six
per cent of the facts. The average score was a little more
than fifty per cent.
Using multiple response Items In Section IV, the In-
vestigator tested the seniors' knowledge of eight political
facts and two political leaders. The median score for the
group was 5.^8. The middle fifty per cent of the students
knew between thirty-eight and seventy-one per cent of the
Items. The average score was fifty-four per cent.
In his analysis of the test scores the writer concludes
that the students showed more knowledge of political facts
than of personalities. The group knew on the average forty-
three per cent of the people and fifty-two per cent of the
factual Items,
As to the difference In the amount of political Interest
of senior boys and girls the author concluded that the boys
were more Interested as evidenced by their median score of
43.20 to that of the girls, 26,67.
In comparing the Interest of pupils enrolled In var-
ious courses, the college preparatory group showed more po-
litical Interest than the students of the other courses as
shown by the median scores: College, 3^,28; General, 27,67;
Commercial, 26,67; and those who did not designate their
course, 28,83,
The size and type of the community was shown to have
little Influence upon the Interest of the students In politics.
0-
Ill4
The median scores for the various communities ranging in size
from 13,000 to 68,000 and including, according to the in-
vestigator, "small towns" and "large industrial cities" were:
26.62, 32.12, 27.90, 29.48, 38.82. The investigator urges
that no significance be attached to the last score inasmuch
as it represented a residential community in which most of
the students taking the test were enrolled in the college
preparatory courses.
As the average score for the test was but forty- six per
cent and as only one sixth of the group obtained scores
above sixty-one per cent the writer concluded that high
school seniors are little interested in political affairs,
"student Preferences in Problems of Democracy". (1935-36)-^
Recognizing the difficulty and impossibility of attempt-
ing to consider in a one year course in contempory problems
every political, social and economic problem confronting our
nation, as attempt was made to discover those most interesting
to the students. State and city courses of study as well as
twenty-seven text books were examined for items to be In-
cluded in the investigation. The final list comprised forty-
eight problems.
The lists were given to 1059 seniors, also to 1257 fresh-
men and 275 adults. Each was asked to check the ten problems
that Interested him the most.
1, Helen Rhodes Brooks. "Student Preferences in Problems
of Democracy." The Harvard Educational Review 7:215-223,
March 1937.
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The rankings of the topics most closely related to
politics are given in the table below. "Types of govern-
j
ment" was ranke'^ among the first ten by all three groups,
and "Our Public Officials" was similarly ranked by the
j
seniors and adults, I
I
TABLE IV STUDENTS' RANKING OF POLITICAL TOPICS
Topics Gr. IX Gr. XII Adults
Disarmament 13 9 17
Foreign Policy 20 20 8
International Government 28 35 10
Public Officials 21 3 6
Taxation 5 A 7
Types of Government 9 8 3
The problems that students ranked as the first ten In
Interest were: (1) Crime, (2) Education, (3) Our Public
Officials, (4) Taxation, (5) Types of Government, (6) Immi-
gration, (7) Poverty, (8) Depression, (9) Disarmament,
(10) Recreation. These topics are almost evenly distributed
among the political, social and economic areas. However,
analysis of the number of votes cast by the seniors Indicates
that the field of sociology is of the greatest Interest to
them. The investigator concluded that the difference in the
interest of boys and girls was not of sufficient Importance
to concern the teaching of the course.

16
"A Look at the *End Product* of Secondary Political Science
1 '
Instruction." (193^)
It was the purpose of this study to discover the "effect
li
of college training on student political attitudes." One
thousand freshmen entering Northwestern University in Sept-
ember of 1936^ were examined. (In as much as they had Just
completed their high school course this study is Included in 'j
the analysis of high school seniors' political Interest.)
One half of the students were from Cook County and the re-
mainder from various sections of the nation.
In reply to a questionnaire four per cent of the enter-
ing freshmen admitted that they were devoid of political
Interest. Twenty-three per cent replied that they would he
Interested in running for public office. Eight per cent
declared that they would not engage in any citizenship
jj
activities. Seventy-nine per cent said they would vote and
twenty per cent said they would join a political party. Only
thirteen per cent said they would become members of a civic
organization.
It is interesting to note that while only four per cent
admitted to being interested in politics the only activity
of a political nature in which most planned to participate
was voting.
1. Hugh Bone. "A Look at the 'End Proiuct' of Secondary
Political Science Instruction." The Social Studies 24:20-23,
January 1938.

Throughout the investigation the freshmen were report-
ed to show 9 greater interest in national than local politi-
cal affairs.
Summary
.
Seven of the studies summarized in this chapter measured
the extent of the students' information concerning current
'
and political affairs. The average score obtained by high
school seniors in four of the tests was less than half the
total possible score. In a fifth study the girls exceeded
by .7 points half the possible score while the boys surpass-
ed it by 7.55 points.
The scores on five of the tests were examined to see If
there were an appreciable difference between the scores of
the boys and of the girls. In each instance the boys
showed a superior knowledge of current affairs.
Two of the investigators sought to determine if a re-
lationship existed between the course in which the student
was enrolled and his score on the test. In both studies
it was shown that the students enrolled in the college pre-
paratory course attained higher scores than the students in
the commercial and general courses. It is highly probable
that the college preparatory students evidence more interest
in politics because their greater native ability leads them
to wider reading and more activity, resulting in higher
scores in tests of information. This implies that their

scores and hence their personal Interest could be even
higher if college preparatory courses included more of the
social stu-^ies.
Students living in cities were reported by one study
to have scores superior to those of students living in small
towns, while another study reported no significant difference
in the scores of students from communities of various sizes
and types.
In as much as similar analyses of scores were made in
the present investigation it was of interest to this investi-
gator to note whether the conclusions drawn from this
attempt to measure the students' political interest parallel-
ed the findings of those studies which measured the students*
knowledge of such events.

CHAPTER III
INTEREST MEASUREMENT
Nature of Interest
Interest may be defined gs that attitude of mind
toward a course of action or an object In which
one Is Impelled from within to carry on the action,
or to give attention to, examine, handle, approach,
or in other ways act toward the object and in
which the satisfaction of this impulse gives pleas-
ure.
This investigator assumes that the student upon being
offered a choice of places and people to visit reacts favor-
ably toward the one that Interests him by indicating his pre-
ference on the "Preference Indicator",
"There is no measurable thing called an Interest or a
2
motive but only a series of acts toward or away from a goal."
In as much as Interests express themselves in action one may
derive some Indication of the amount of a person's Interest
by the requency with which he reacts toward the stimulus or
goal.
In noting the stimulus that attracts the attention of
the person one may identify his Interests, for interests:
"...are named for the objects and activities, the psychologl-
3
cal stimuli which engage the attention of the individual."
1. Ira Morris Gast and Harley Clay Skinner. Fundamentals
of Educational Psychology
.
B.H. Sanborn and Company , 1929. p. 280,
2. Edward B. Greene. Measurement of Human Behavior .
Odyssey Press, 19^1. p. 439.
3. Douglas Fryer, op. clt. p. 15.
I
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John Dewey in 'llscuaslng the nature of interests holds
that the first characteristic of interest is its active,
projective and propulsive nature. The second characteristic
he maintains is that,
...it is objective. We identify interests with
concerns or affairs. Interest does not end simply
in itself... but is embodied in an object of regard....
Every Interest, as already said, attaches itself
to an object. The artist is interested in his
brushes, in his color, in his technique. The bus-
iness man is interested in the play of supply and
demand, in the movement of the markets, etc. Take
whatever instance of interest we choose and we
shall find that, if we cut out an object about
which interest clusters, interest itself disappears.!
Thus one may conclude that if a student is interested
in political affairs he will be interested in the events,
the people and the objects of the political movement.
Measuring Interest
.
Interests are measured by objective and subjective
methods. The former Includes tests of information and free
association tests; the latter method includes inventories,
questionnaires and rating scales. The "Preference Indicator"
used in this investigation belongs in the category of sub-
jective measures of interest for it asks the student to
estimate his feeling toward stimuli presented to him.
Fryer divides the inventories into two categories. "An
Inventory may be made as a list of stimulating objects, and
1. John Dewey. Interest and Effort in Education .
Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1931. PP. 16-19.
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ideas or It may be made as a list of the human reactions, '
These latter are calle^i activities."^ The object Inventory,
an inventory of stimuli, was used by this investigator for
the prime purnose of this study was to discover whether the
I
students were Interested in a certain subject area, not to i
discover if his interests for a future vocation lay in a
certain area. Studies designed for the latter purpose more
frequently use the activity inventory.
In the method of scoring, the "Indicator" further con-
forms to the characteristics of the inventory which is de-
fined as a devise for systematizing one's feeling attitude.
The student is asked to estimate three degrees of feeling
toward the stimuli offered to him; most interest, least inter-
est and indifference. The indicating of three degrees of
feeling is more valid than estimating a greater number of
degrees of feeling.
It is not difficult to say whether or not the ex-
perience is pleasant or unpleasant. It is more
difficult to say that it is indifferent. And it is
vastly more difficult to estimate degrees of feeling.
It is possible that five degrees of feeling can be
estimated with accuracy by many, but with average
training in the estimation of feeling it is possible
that three degrees are all that can be used with valid
result s.
2
In selecting items for interest inventories, Hunt sets
forth two criteria, sampling and discrimination . Of the first
1. Douglas Fryer, og. cit
. . p. 29.
2. Ibid. pp. 37-38.
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of these criteria Hunt states,
No Inventory could contain all the Items of Inter-
est, or aversion In respect to a particular Inter-
est group, so the aim has been to obtain an
adequate sampling of the total possible Items.
^
In respect to the discrimination criterion Hunt says.
The aim has been to select Items that discriminate
In the Interest estimates assigned them between
groups of people, .and to omit those Items that are
common Interests or aversions of the different
groups to be distinguished by the Inventory, Such
discriminative value of the Items of the Inventory
can be discovered only through tabulation of re-
sponses made by various groups of persons.
2
This writer has kept these criteria In mind as shall
be evident In the explanation given later of the method In
which the Inventory Items were selected.
Another aspect of the measurement of Interest Is the
establishment of the criteria by which to validate the In-
strument being used In the measurement. Criterion groups
used In the effort to establish the validity of the Instru-
ment used In this Investigation were chosen In accordance
with three methods suggested by Fryer, "Educational
Achievement", "Activities Engaged In" and "Self Estimates".
5
1. Thelma Hunt. 0£, clt . , p, 193.
2. Lo6 , clt .
3. Douglas Fryer. 0£, clt , , p. 358.
i
€
As the study of the political phase of our environment
Is one aspect of the social studies field, the Investigator
turned to that area for his criterion groups. One group
was chosen on the basis of Its members' marks in social
studies and the teacher's opinion of their work. This group
1 was divided Into two sections, those of superior and Inferior
achievement
.
Bernard 0. Nemoltln says that a marked relationship
(Is) shown to exist between Interest and ability at least In
high school courses."^ In his experiment conducted with 150
high school seniors In an "A" division he discovered that
the correlation coefficients between their marks for courses
and the Interest they Indicated for the same courses were:
•f«6o - ,04 (best liked course) , + .49 t .04 (second best),
H-.58 i .04 (disliked most) and -p. 57 - .04 (next disliked).
Dunlap in a similar study with two groups of seventh
grade children obtained a positive correlation of about ,50
In Interest for and success In that subject.^
1. Bernard 0. Nemoltln, "Relation Between Achievement and
Interest." Journal of Applied Psvchology 16:59-73. February
1932. p. 68
2. Jack E. Dunlap "Preferences as an Indication of
Specific Academic Achievement," The Journal of Educational
Psychology 16: 411-15, September 1935.
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The second criterion group for the present study was
J
chosen according to the second method, "Activities Engaged In",
On the front page of the "Preference Indicator" the students
li
were asked:
I
A, Opposite each statement put a check ('^) in the column
j
headed by the word that best describes how often you:
j
.frequently sometimes rarely
a) Li3ten to news broadcast s. . i
b) Li3ten to news commentators «
c) Listen to programs such as:
j
Town Meeting of the Air )
^ j ^
U. of Chicago Round Table)" 1 '
d) Discu33 political affairs
with parents
^ i
e) Di3Cuss political affairs j |
with friends ; i
f) Discuss political affairs
;
in school classes i •
g) Read political news columnsi I
Those who checked their responses in the first column
at least five times were selected as the group indicating
most interest in political affairs and those who marked their
j
responses at least five times in the last column were selected
as the group indicating least interest in political affairs,
A third criterion group was chosen according to the self
estimates of the students interests in school courses.
In the Preference Indicator" the students were asked
the following questions:
5. What subject do you like the best? '
What subject do you like the least?
In what subject do you get your best mark?
Ij
In what subject do you get your worst mark? '
Those who indicated that history was the subject in
which they were most interested and in which they received
I

Itheir beat marks were chosen 9s the group Indicating great-
er interest in politics. Those who indicated history as be-
ing the subject they liked the least and in which they re-
ceived their worst marks were used as a criterion group
having little interest in politics.
Ability to Indicate Preferences
.
In the present investigation the student is asked to
indicate the activity that interests him the least. The
student should be able to perform this task because.
Preferences are among the most natural of Judgements,
...if persons are competent to make any Judgement
about themselves they should be competent to rank
known activities with regard to interest or liking.
^
It might be said that a person may not be able to
differentiate his interests in any of the three stimuli with
which he is confronted. However, Dewey maintains that,
There is no such thing as an absolutely diffuse im-
partial impulse... In the selective or preferential
quality of impulse we have the fact that at any given
time, if we are awake at all, we are always interest-
ed in one direction rather than another. The condition
either of total lack of interest or of impartially
distributed interest is.
.
.mythical. .. .2
Conditioning Factors
.
The instrument used in this study is limited as are
1. Edward L. Thomdike. "Interests and Abilities."
Journal of Applied Psychology
. 28:43-52, February 19^4. p. 46.
2, John Dewey, op. clt., pp. 18-19.
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all Interest inventories by several factors which detract
from the validity of the results.
Two factors which limit the estimation of one's Inter-
est are the Information error and the generalization error^-.
In the former, one's reaction to a stimulus Is dependent
upon the Information he possesses concerning that stimulus.
The later error results when the term describing the stimulus
Is not sufficiently specific and therefore one may not
possess enough Information to accurately estimate his react-
ion toward It.
Other factors conditioning the Interests of the Individ-
ual are listed by Kelley and Krey as, "...Individual In- '
cllnatlon, biological development, personal experience and
learning. "2 These authorities further maintain that In res-
pect to the development of Interests In all aspects of
,j
public affairs the student's economic dependence, his physi-
cal and social immaturity make It difficult for this Inter-
est to be far advanced.
The factor of personal experience or physical contact
with the stimulus is not as Important as an appreciation
1. Douglas Fryer, op. clt
. , p. 32
2, Truman L. Kelley and August C. Krey. Testa and
Measurements In the 3oclal Sciences . Charles Scrlbner's Sons,
193A. p. 76.
——
—
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or an underatanding of the stlmulug which mny "be gained
vicariously. Strong dlscuaaea two aspects of the factor of
familiarity with the Items of an Interest Inventory. He
|
states that,
I
Only after the situation Is understood or appre-
elated Is It possible to like It. This does not
mean the situation need be completely appreciat-
ed In or-^er for there to be liking, but merely
\
that some part of the total situation has been
|
encountered.... Familiarity may then be viewed
[
as merely the result of physical contact with i
the object or as the comprehension or apprecla-
j
tlon of the object after physical contact with '
It.... As an actual fact the second conception
|
of familiarity Is the only true one, since no
one would say a small child was familiar with I
the occupation of Judge even though the child's
i
fatiier was a judge and allowed the child to \
attend court.... This capacity to appreciate Is I
evidently more important than the factor of '
physical contact, for many occupations rated
low in familiarity by our experts are well liked
by fifteen year-old boys who could know about
them only through reading, the radio and the
I
movie. 1
j
According to Strong's Interpretation although the stu-
dent may not have had personal experience with some of the
stimuli presented in this present inventory and although he
may not have complete understanding of the stimuli he may
;
i
be able to react accurately toward the stimuli. In those
j
groups of items winlch mention places or persons about which
he has no understanding the student Is Instructed not to !
indicate any choice.
1. Edward K. Strong, Jr. op. clt., p. 288-290.

Another con'?ltionlng element which might affect the
response of the student Is the distance involved in visit-
ing the person or place mentioned. In the directions gn
attempt has been made to lessen this influence by instruct-
ing the student to disregard such an element and to con-
aider all places and persons mentioned rs being equally
accessible.
Another factor to be considered in interpreting the
results of this study is th«t of the permanency of the inter-
est indicated by the student. Using a year as the period
between two administrations of the same interest inventory
Fryer concludes that,
..the evidence for both estimated and invento-
ried interests would seem to indicate that there
is an increase in permanence throughout element-
ary school, high school an-^ college and that inter-
ests have a little better than fifty per cent
chance, possibly a sixty per cent chance of re-
maining permanent at these times. ^
Strong's conclusions are similar to those of Fryer:
Our data for college students indicate sixty-
five per cent as an average figure, with a higher
percentage for adults and a lower figure for high
school students.... Dunlap's finding of 5^.3 per
cent of identical responses for seventh-grade
students over a ten month's period is in harmony
with our results for high school boys...
2
These conclusions as to the permanency of interests
were established by analysis of inventories used to determine
1, Douglas Fryer. £p. cit . , p. 184.
2, Edward K. Strong, Jr. op. cit
.
,p. 654.
6
occupational interests ani may not apply as well to invento-
ries of interests other than vocational.
Because of the many extraneous factors that may moment-
arily influence the individual's degree of interest, doubt
has been cast as to how valid an estimate of interest can be.
But educational and vocational advisors use the estimate
"believing that the individual is intelligent enough to
weigh the separate factors stimulating interest and to
1
generalize upon his feeling attitude,"
Throughout the "Preference Indicator" the student is
given an opportunity to indicate his political interest for
the political stimuli are presented to him in varying com-
binations with stimuli from other fields of activity. In
as much as ",., interest may be considered to be a general
tendency toward a constellation of items, as when we state
2
that a man has mechanical or scientific interests." we
may recognize the general tendency of the student in showing
his preference for the political items as an indication of
his political interest.
1. Douglas Fryer, op. cit., p. 20.
2. Edward K. Strong, Jr. op. cit., p. 19
I
CHAPTER IV
THE PREFERENCE IKniGATOR
Sub.lect Area s.
While some of the terms used to distinguish certain
subject areas in the present study need no explanation
(history, science) the investigator explains others so that
the inclusion of certain activities in those areas would
be readily understood. As this is a research study in the
field of education the scope of each subject area is in
1
accordance with that given in the Dictionary of Education.
In the area of "business education" the places and
people listed in the inventory are related to the subjects
of bookkeeping, office practice, salesmanship and general
economics.
The places and people listed under the heading "fine
arts" are related to the fields of painting, sculpture,
architecture and music.
Under the heading "language arts" appropriate activ-
ities for the areas of language, speech, reading and litera-
ture are included.
Activities relating to the "practical arts" are appli-
cable to the fields of industrial arts and household arts.
1. Phi Delta Kappa. Dictionary of Education
.
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19^5.
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In 33 much as politics "enibrsceg the relgtlons between
1
the state and the individual", many places, events and per-
sons while logically related to political activity are also
of such sociological character that Interest in them would
not necessarily denote an interest in politics. These
accordingly were included with similar items related to the
study of group life in a problems course under the heading
of "sociology".
I
Selection of Items
.
High School seniors have indicated their desire for
greater opportunities to become better acquainted with the
community in which they live.
In a survey of 998 seniors in New York State as to
wnat should be done to improve the social studies courses
one reply indicative of the students attitude was,
If possible, have more prominent people whose
business is related in some way to the social
sciences come to talk to social science classes.
And take classes on more field trips to see
museums and machines, etc.
A later survey of 1,000 seniors in secondary schools
throughout the country asked the stuflents to suggest ways
of improving their high school courses. All groups agreed
upon the need to: "Participate in more activities that would
1. Lindsay Rodgers. "Politics." Encyclopaedia of the
Social Sciences . The Macmlllan Company, 193^. p. 225i
2. Howard E. Wilson, op. clt
. ,
p. 105.
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1
take them out Into the community."
The "Preference In-ilcator" complies with thla attitu'3e
of the students In offering them items involving people, i
events and places which in many communities could be utiliz-
ed in the teaching of the various subject s.
Lists of places, events and people that might conceiv-
ably be Included as activities in each subject area were sub-
mitted to three teachers in that field. The teachers were
asked to designate those that were not related to the parti-
j
cular subject area. Items rejected by the teachers were not
Included in the "Indicator", In as much as teachers of the
subjects are the best judges of activities to be utilized in
connection with their teaching, the items have thus been
validated according to expert opinion.
Weighing of the Items ,
Each list, revised in accordance with the suggestions of
the teachers, was submitted to a class in the appropriate
subject area. The students were asked to select at least
five activities that Interested them the most and five that
j
Interested them the least. Each activity in a list was then
j
ranked according to the difference between the frequencies '
with which it was checked as being most and least interesting,
1 1. Thomqs L. Hopkins. "Seniors Survey the High School."
The Education Digest 6: 25-29, January 19Al. p. 28. ,
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In the "Preference Indicator" those Items having approx-
imately tne game numerical value or those occupying relative
positions in the respective lists are grouped together. For
example, one item offers the student a choice of visiting a:
a) Reporter
b) Secretary of State
c) Archaeologist
All three items occupied relative places in their res-
pective lists. Secretary of State had a numerical value of
fourteen, while the others each had a value of thirteen.
Combining the Items
.
Every group of three items contains one activity related
to politics. The remaining items in each group are from
two of the following fields: history, science, business
education, sociology, practical arts and fine arts.
In the 126 groups of items in the tests the following
combinations of activities each occur six times,
science, business
science, practical arts
science, fine arts
science, history
science, sociology
science, language arts
practical arts, fine arts
practical arts, business
practical arts, language arts
practical arts, history
practical arts, sociology
language arts, history
language arts, fine arts
language arts, sociology
language arts, business
sociology, business
sociology, history
sociology, fine arts
business, history
1) Politics,
2) Politics,
Politics,
Politics,
5) Politics,
6) Politics,
7) Politics,
8) Politics,
9) Politics,
10) Politics,
11) Politic?,
12) Politics,
13) Politics,
lA) Politics,
15) Politics,
16) Politics,
17) Politics,
18) Politics,
19) Politics,

20) Polltica, business, fine arts
21) Politics, fine arts, history
The following combinations of items occur thirty-six
times in the "Preference Indicator".
1) Politics, history, any other
2) Politics, science, any other
3) Politics, business, any other
4) Politics, sociology, any other
5) Po]itics, fine arts, any other
6) Politics, practical arts, any other
In this way the stu-ient is given ample opportunity to
select from other fields, activities other than political
that might be of greater interest to him.
Scoring for Political Preference s.
If in any group there is an item which the student
does not understand, he does not indicate a preference for
an activity but instead designates the item wtiich he does
not know. This procedure is followed to eliminate the "in-
formation error" previously discussed.
In determining the "score" for use in the study a value
of two points is given whenever the political item is desig-
nated as being most interesting, A value of one point is
given when the student indicates he is indifferent to the
political activity. The highest possible political score is
252, However, it is possible that not all students could
make that high score since they were not required to make a
choice in those items which they did not understand. There-
fore the"scores" used here are expressed in per cent; the
r
"score" being obtained by dividing the actual score by the
possible score for that particular paper.
Form of the "Preference Indicator ".
The instrument used in this study consists of two forms.
The only difference between the two is that Form B, for the
boys, offers activities related to the industrial arts, where-
as Form A, for the girls, offers activities related to home
economics.
The activities offering the student a choice of places
to visit or events to attend are grouped together in Section
I. Section II contains those items which offer the student
a choice of people to interview.
On the front page of the "Preference Indicator" informa-
tion necessary for interpretation of the scores is asked of
the student.
Directions for Administering .
Directions for the teachers and the students ere in-
cluded in the appendix with a copy of the "Preference Indi-
cator",
Statistical Analysis .
The formula for determining the standard error of the
difference of the means was used in computing the critical
ratio of the difference between means. A critical ratio of
2.576 is used throughout the interpretation of scores as the
criterion of significance. This is in accordance with the
conclusion of Mills who, in discussing the interpretation
i=
I

of differences between means, says:
But many tests will be on the border line and we
must have some reasonable criterion as to the limit
of the significance. Odds of 1 out of 100 constitute
one conventional standard. If a given difference
between hypothetical and observed values would occur
as the result of chance only one time out of one hun-
dred, or less frequently, we may say that the difference
Is significant. This means that the results are not
Inconsistent with the hypothesis we have set up....The
value of T (the difference between the hypothetical
value and the observed mean In units of the standard
error of the mean) corresponding to a probability of
l/lOO Is 2.576. One hundredth part of the area under
the normal curve lies at a distance from the mean of
the axis of 2.576 standard deviations or more. Accord-
ingly tests of slgnflcance may be applied with direct
reference to T, Interpreted as a normal deviate (le.,
as a deviation from the mean of a normal distribution
expressed In Inlts of the standard deviation). A
value for T of 2.576 or more Indicates a significant
difference, while a value of less than 2.576 Indicates
that the results are not Inconsistent with the hy-
pothesis In question.
1
To discover whether the difference Is a result of
fluctuations In the sample, the table of "Ordlnates and Areas
of the Normal Curve"^ was used.
Item Analysis
.
Through the process of Item analysis those Items were
determined which discriminated between the students who were
Interested In politics and those who were not. The critical
ratios of: 1, the percentage difference between the responses
1. Frederick Cecil Mills. Statistical Methods . Henry Holt
and Company, 1938, p. 471.
2, James S. Wert. Educational Statistics . McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1938. pp. 295-296.
———^ ,
^.
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of the criterion groups of students who Indlceted that a
political item was most interesting and 2, the percentage
differences between the criterion groups of students who
indicated that the same item was least Interesting; were each
required to be statistically significant in order for that
Item to be considered discriminative.
The responses on twenty-five papers with scores exceed-
ing the mean score, 5^ .30 per cent, obtained by the group of
students assumed to be interested In politics were compared
with the responses on twenty-five papers having scores that
were below the mean score, 29.80 per cent, of the group of
students assumed not to be Interested in politics.
In computing the critical ratio of the percentage diff-
erence in the number of cases responding to a certain item,
the "Table of Standard Errors and Probable Errors of Per-
centages for Varying Numbers of Cases" was used,^
1. Harold A. Edgerton and Donald G. Paterson. "Table of
Standard Errors and Probable Errors of Percentages for
Varying Numbers of Cases." Journal of Applied Psychology
10:378-400, 1926.
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CHAPTER V
INTERPRETATION OF THE FINDINGS
The major purpose of this study was to determine the
high school senior's Interest In politics. The degree of
his Interest was Indicated by his percentage score on the
"Preference Indicator" constructed by the Investigator,
The findings In relation to the major problem with those of
the several minor problems are presented and Interpreted In
this chapter.
Communities Surveyed .
Table V shows the size and the type of each community
and the number of its senior students who were included in
the survey.
TABLE V COmiUNITIES IN 'miCH SURVEY WAS CONDUCTED
Type Size No. of Stu-ients.
Large Industrial City 75,000 128
Large Industrial Town ^2,000 30
Small Industrial City ( a) 24,000 39
Large Industrial Town 18,000 84
Large Residential Town (b) 10,000 75
Small Residential Town 4,000 44
^00 Total.
As it may be seen in the table the communities ranged
in size from 4,000 to 75,000 and included large and small
industrial and residential areas. Over eighty per cent of
the senior students in the sm^ll residential town and in
the large residential town, were included in this study.
-38-
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Over alxty per cent of the seniors in the high schools
located in the large industrial town and the large industrial
city were surveyed.
Students Surveyed
.
Of the four hundred students who took part in the sur-
vey 215 or fifty-four per cent were girls pnd I85 or forty-
six per cent were "boys,
TABLE VI PUPILS SURVEYED IN EACH SCHOOL.
Location Boys Girls Total
Large Industrial City 60 68 128
Large Residential Town(a) 17 13 30
Small Industrial City I6 23 39
Large Industrial Town 36 48 84
Large Residential Town(b) 38 37 75
Small Resi-^ential Town 18 26 4A
215 1H5 5oo
The distribution of boys an-^ girls for each town was
fairly equal; in only one instance was the difference in
number more than eight.
The courses in which the students were enrolled com-
prised three divisions; college, business or commercial and
general. The latter included industrial arts, home econo-
mics, shop and agricultural courses. The following table
shows the distribution of courses according to the various
schools. It will be noted that a few students neglected to
designate the course in wHich they were enrolled.
1'!
TABLE VII DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS IN VARIOUS COURSES
School College Bualness General Not Designated
Lie
L R T(a)
SIC
LIT
L R T(b)
S R T
52 {M)
13 (A3:^)
22 {56%)
28 (33^)
23 (31^)
19 Ihfc
157 (39%
58 (45%)
6 (15^)
45 (54^)
29 (39%)
19 43^
157 (39%
13 (10^)
17 (57^)
18 (21%)
7 ( &%)
21 (28^)
72
5 (4%)
3 (8%)
4 {7%)
2 (2^)
l4 (hi)
Seventy-eight per cent of the entire group consisted of
college preparatory and business students. Students in the
general course made up the remaining eighteen per cent of the
pupils surveyed.
Civics, American History and Problem of Democracy are
the high school subjects in which students may become famil-
iar with the political aspects of their environment. Table
VIII shows the distribution of students in these courses.
TABLE VIII DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS ACCORDING TO CERTAIN
SOCIAL STUDIES
School Civics Am. History Problems
Lie 72 124 11
L R T(a) 26 27 5SIC 16 21 36
LIT 84 84 19
L R T(b) 37 70 1
3 R T 4 44 44
239 390 TIE
1. The schools are indentified by the initial letters of
the words describing the towns in which they are located.
c(
Although It appears that some of the atudents may have
forgotten or neglected to Indicate their membership in the
above classes, nevertheless in American History alone, all
of the students were given a recent opportunity be become
acquainted with the political phase of a democratic society.
Civics, which over sixty per cent of the students had studied,
was part of their ninth grade curriculum and therefore could
not have had a very great influence upon their political
interest scores. Only twenty-two per cent of the students
had had a further opportunity to study the political aspect
of their environment in a high school course in Problems of
Democracy, All of the seniors in the school located in the
smsll residential town were required to take this subject.
No doubt this was one factor that caused this particular
group to obtain a score above the average of the entire
group.
Political Interest Scores of Criterion Groups .
It was necessary to determine if the instrument used in
this study effectively differentiated between students who
were interested in politics and those who were not.
1. Criterion Group Chosen on Basis of Participation in
Political Activities.
The "Preference Indicator" discriminated between the
criterion groups chosen on the basis of the frequency with
which their conversations, reading and the radio programs to
which they listened were of political nature. Those students
c
42
who described their participation In such activities as being
frequent were assumed to have high political Interest. Stu-
dents who rarely took part In such activities were assumed to
be disinterested In political affairs. In Table IX the stu-
dents who at least five times out of seven described the fre-
quency of their participation as being in one of the catego-
ries; "frequently", "sometimes" or "rarely" are Identified by
that term.
Examination of Table IX shows that the various groups
obtained mean scores that corresponded with frequency in
which they participated in the activities.
TABLE IX CRITICAL RATIO OF THE MEAN SCORES OBTAINED BY
DIFFERENT ACTIVITY GROUPS
Group N. M. S.D. 3.E. Diff .m g.E.Dlff
.
C.R.
Frequently
Rarely
24
43
60.70
28.60
18.20
16.90
3.55
2.58 32.10 4.39 7.27
Frequently
Sometimes
24
54
60.70
38.55
18.20
17.50
3.55
2.38 22.15 4.27 5.19
!l
Rarely
Sometimes
43
54
28.60
38.55
16.90
17.50
2.58
2.38 9.95 3.51 2.83
1. Scores are expressed in per cent; the score being obtained
by dividing the actual score by the possible score for the
particular paper.
Those students identified by the term "frequently" and
assumed to be interested in political affairs obtained the
highest political interest score. Their mean score of 60.70^
was statistically significant in its superiority to the mean
scores obtained by the other groups.

The lowest political interest score was obtained by the
disinterested group Identified by the term "rarely". The crlt-
1
ical ratios obtained of its mean score and the mean score of
the other groups in every instance showed a significant diff-
erence in the amount of political interest in favor of the
other groups.
The attitude of the group identified by the term "some-
times" may be considered to be one of little interest or In-
|
difference, inasmuch as the critical ratio of its mean score,
38,55 per cent, and the mean score 28.60 per cent, of the dis-
j
interested group (identified by the term "rarely") is 2.83;
compared to the critical ratio, 5.19, obtained between its
mean score and the mean score, 60.70 per cent, of the inter-
ested group (identified by the term "frequently").
The "Preference Indicator", according to the political
interest scores received by criterion groups chosen on the
basis of their participation in activities of political nature,
was successful in distinguishing between those students who
were Interested In politics and those who were not.
|
2. Criterion Group Chosen on Basis of Attitude Toward and
Mark Received in History,
I
Another criterion group was chosen on the basis of the
student's liking for history and his achievement in that sub- (
Ject, The students who liked history the best and who re-
|
ceived their best mark in that subject were assumed to be in-
terested in politics. Those students who disliked history
|
!i

and received their worst marks in that subject were assumed
to be disinterested in politics. Analysis of the scores show-
ed that the interested group received a mean score 50.60 per
cent, which was superior to the mean score, 30.45 per cent,
obtained by the disinterested group. In Table X the critical
ratio of 5.06 shows that the difference in the mean scores ia
statistically significant in favor of the interested group.
TABLE X CRITICAL RATIO OF THE MEAN SCORES OBTAINED BY
CRITERION GROUPS CHOSEN ON THE BASIS OF ATTITUDE
TOWARD AND MARK RECEIVED IN HISTORY
Group N. M. S.D. S.E. Diff .m 5,5. diff. C.R.
Interested
Disinterested
42
47
50,60
30.45
19.55
17.80
3.02
2.59 20.15 3.98 5.06
The "Preference Indicator" according to these criterion
groups of students was again successful in distinguishing
between those students who were interested in politics and
those who were not interested.
3. Criterion Group Chosen on Basis of Achievement in History
A third criterion group was chosen on the basis of their
achievement in history. The "A" students were assumed to be
interested in politics while the "C" students were assumed to
be disinterested in politics.
The critical ratio, ,49, of the difference in their
mean scores shown in Table XI indicates that the chances are
thirty-six out of a hundred that there is a true difference in
the political interest score in favor of the "C" group.

TABLE XI CRITICAL RATIO OF THE MEAN SCORES OBTAINED BY
CRITERION GROUPS CHOSEN ON BASIS OF ACHIEVEMENT
IN HISTORY
Group N. M. S.D. S.E. Dlff .m S.E.dlff
.
C.R.
"a" 51
34
38.80
40.80
18.35
18.50
2.56
3.17 2.00 4.07 .49
It Is evident that achelvement In history is not accom-
panied by a related interest in political affairs.
Table XII shows the critical ratio obtained when the
mean score of the two criterion groups interested in politics
Is compared with the mean score of the two criterion groups
disinterested in politics.
TABLE XII CRITICAL RATIO OF THE MEAN SCORES OF TWO CRITERION
GROUPS.
Group N
.
M. S.D. S.E. Dlff.m S.E.dlff .C.R.
Interested 66
Disinterested 90
54.30
29.80
17.66
17.30 fill 24.50 2.83 8.66
The critical ratio of 8.66 indicates that the "Prefer-
ence Indicator" did discriminate between the political inter-
ests of two criterion groups and one may assume that the score
received on it is indicative of the amount of political inter-
est possessed by the student.
The Interest of High School Seniors in Politics .
It was the purpose of this investigation to discover if
high school seniors were interested in politics. Table XIII
presents the measures of central tendency and variability of
the scores obtained by four hundred senior students.

TABLE XIII CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY OF SCORES
OBTAINED BY HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
N. M. Mcl. Q.D. S.D. 3.E,
400 40.50 37.40 14.85 20.50 1.03
The mean score obtained by the entire group was 40.50
per cent of the possible score. The median score was 37.40
per cent. These scores are similar to those reported in
other studies which measured the interest of high school
seniors in political affairs through the use of information
tests. These earlier studies showed that the mean scores
were between forty and fifty per cent of the possible scores.
Even if one recognizes the fact that a student's chief
interest lies in another field and allows him twenty-five
per cent of his score for this or other interests, he is
forced to conclude that the majority of the students have
a low degree of political interest. Only 118 or 29.5 per
cent of the students obtained scores above fifty per cent
of the total score possible for their papers. Sixty-eight
per cent of the cases lay between twenty and sixty-one
per cent and the scores of the middle fifty per cent of
the cases were between 25.65 and 55.35 P©r cent.
One hundred of the students received scores above 54.30
per cent, the mean score of the criterion group of students

interested In politics. The scores of 132 students were
lower than the mean score, 20,80 per cent, of the criterion
group disinterested in politics. The remaining 168 students
obtained scores that were between the mean scores of the |l
criterion groups. Thus twenty-five per cent of the students
may be considered interested in political affairs, thirty- |i
three per cent, disinterested and forty-two per cent, slight-
ly interested or indifferent.
j
In Table XIV the mean score of the entire group is com-
pared with the mean scores of the criterion groups. In each
instance the critical ratio indicates a statistically sig-
|
nificant difference between the mean score of the entire
group and the mean scores of the criterion groups,
TABLE XIV COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE OF ENTIRE GROUP WITH
MEAN SCORES OF CRITERION GROUPS.
Group M. 3.-D, S . E
,
Diff .m g.E.diff. C,R.
Interested
Entire
66
400
54.30
40.50
17,66
20,50
2.17
1,03 13.80 2,40 5.75
Disinterested
Entire
90
400
29.80
40.50
17.30
20.50
1.82
1.03 10.70 2,09 5.12
The critical ratios, 1.75 and 5,12 expressing the re-
lationship of the mean score of the entire group to the mean
scores of the criterion groups indicate that the general
attitude of high school seniors toward political affairs is
one of little interest or indifference.
r
The two social agencies which can and should develop
the political interests of the students are the home and the
school, A poll taken in November, 19^5, showed that seventy
per cent of the parents surveyed did not want their children
to go into politics and only thirty per cent desired their
sons or daughters to have anything to do with political
j
affairs.^
|
Because of the unwillingness of the parents to encourage
their children's interest in political affairs the schools
must intensify their efforts. However, the schools are [l
handicapped in this respect because the teachers themselves
are neither interested nor informed about political affairs.
This was shown by a study summarizing the results of |l
three years' investigation in which 737 teachers were asked
to identify twenty-five contempory political leaders. The
average score for the three year period was fifty-four per
cent. Only six per cent of the teachers in the three years
were able to identify as many as eighty per cent of the
j
leaders. In 19^2, the last year in which the test was given,
the agerage score for sixty-three teachers was thirty-eight
per cent. Twenty-three per cent identified five or less of
the political leaders, ^ '
1. Frank Meyer. "Lets Educate for Politics." The Social
,
Studies 36:289-291, November 19^5. p. 289.
2. Katharine Drigcoll. Are Teachers Interested in Things
Political? Unpublished master' s thesis, Boston University
School of Education, 19^0,
3. John J. Mahoney. op, cit
, ,
p. llA,
c
It is no wonder the students do not have s greater de-
gree of interest in political affairs when those responsible
for developing this interest are thenselves uninformed and
disinterested.
Parents who discourage a child's interest in politics
discourage the building of a strong government 'of the
people, by the people and for the people'. Teachers
who do nothing to encourage participation in politics,
local, state and national, are doing no less.l
Difference in Political Interest of Poys and Girls
The results of this study Indicate as do those of pre-
vious studies that boys are more interested in political
affairs than are girls. The mean score obtained by the girls
is 3.^5 points lower than that obtained by the boys. The
quartile and standard deviations Indicate that the spread of
the scores from the mean is similar in each group. In Table
XV one may see that the mean score of the girls is five
tenths of a point less than that of the entire group while
the boys exceed the mean score of the entire group by 1.95
points.
TABLE XV CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY OF BOYS' AND
GIRLS' SCORES
Group N. M. Md« Q.D. 3.D. S .E •
Boys
Girls
Entire
185
215
AOO
42.45
39.00
40.50
39.65
35.85
37.40
15.60
14.13
14.85
21.60
19.65
20.50
1.59
1.34
1.03
While the difference in the mean scores of the boys and
girls is not atatlstically significant, as shown in Table XVI,
1. Frank Meyer, op cit.
r i
the chances are ninety out of a hundred that there Is a true
difference In the amount of political Interest In favor of
the boys.
TABLE XVI COMPARISON OF MEAN
BOYS AND GIRLS
SCORES OBTAINED BY SENIOR
N. M. S.D. 3.E. Diff.m S.E.Diff. C.R.
Boys
Girls
185 42. A5 21.60
215 39.00 19.65
1.59
1.34 3.45 2.08 1.65
Difference In Political Interest Evidenced by Students in
Various Courses.
Previous studies have shown that college preparatory
students obtained higher scores on information tests meas-
uring political interest than did students in the general
and the business courses. In the present study the students
in the latter group showed more interest in political affairs
as Indicated by their score on the "Preference Indicator".
While the mean score, 42.85 per cent, of the business
group is not statistically significant in its superiority to
the mean score, 39.25 per cent, of the college group, the
chances are eighty-six out of a hundred that there is a true
difference in the amount of political interest in favor of
the business group.
Comparison of the mean score of students in the busi-
ness courses with the mean score, 38.05 per cent, of students
in the general courses results in a critical ratio of 1,56
which indicates that the chances are eighty-eight out of a
hundred that there is a true difference in favor of the

business group.
The critical ratio, .43, indicates that the mean score
of the college group is very similar to the mean score of
the general group, inasmuch as the chances are only thirty-
two out of a hundred that there is a true difference in favor
of the college group.
Table XVII shows the critical ratios obtained when the
mean scores of each group were compared.
1,
TABLE XVII COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OBTAINED BY STUDENTS
" IN VARIOUS COURSES
Course N, Mt 3.D. S * E • Dlf f .m S.E.dlff
.
C.R.
Business
College
157
157
42.85
39.25
21.95
19.60
1.75
1.56 3.60 2.34 1.54
Business
General
157
72
42.85
38.05
21.95
19.60
1.75
2.30 4.80 3.06 1.56
College
General
157
72
39.25
38.05
19.60
19.60
1.56
2.30 1.20 2.78 .43
In no Instance does the critical ratio Indicate a
significant difference in the mean scores obtained by stu-
I
dents in the various courses. Contrary to the findings of
! other studies, the college preparatory students showed no
I greater interest than other groups in activities of polit-
ical nature.
The courses of study for college preparatory students
concentrate most of their attention upon the academic aspects
|l of the social studies courses. Knowledge of facts, persons
and events prominent in history receives the main emphasis.

Discussion of history In the making; local, national and In-
ternational politics, Is left to the Inclination of the
teacher, who too often has little Interest In this non-
ecademlc phase of the subject. It Is the non-college stu-
dent whose course concentrates less upon the academic and
more upon his need In respect to his environment.
The tendency for the more educated and the usually more
Intelligent part of our population to look with dlstaln upon
participation In politics has led to a situation in which,
,.,we have been leaving precisely the most Impor-
tant business of our whole social order, that part
upon which the welfare of all other parts depends,
to men of limited education and understanding and
sometimes of limited Intelligence and little
Int egrlty
The schools. In Ignoring or In being too timid to bring
the political aspects of his environment before the student,
have aggravated the situation.
||
Effect of Membership In a Problems of Democracy Course
Upon the Political Interest Score
.
In Table XVIII It Is evident that the mean score, forty-
five per cent, obtained by the students who had been members
of a Problems of Democracy class Is definitely superior to
I the mean score, 39.05 per cent, those students who had not
I
,!
had such a course.
1. Roscoe Pulllam. "Education, Politics and Democracy."
School and Society 52:241-246. September 28, 19^0. p. 245.
r <
^ .^^^ ?3
TABLE XVIII COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OF STUDENTS WHO HAVE
HAD A PROBLEMS OF DEMOCRACY COURSE AND THOSE
WHO HAVE NOT
Group N. M. S.D. 3.E. Dif f .m. S.E.dlff. C.R.
Course
No Course
96
304
45.00
39.05
22.00
20.30
2.24
1.16 5.95 2.52 2.36
While the critical ratio, 2.36, shows that there is no
significant difference in their mean scores the chances are
ninety-eight out of a hundred that there is a true differ-
ence in favor of the students who have had such a course.
In Table XIX the mean scores of students living in the
various communities are compared. It may he seen that the
mean score of students living in the small residential town
(SRT) is consistently superior to the other mean scores.
Students attending the high school located in this town are
required to take a Problems of Democracy course in their
senior year, whereas this requirement is not made of the stu-
dents who attend the high schools located in the other com-
munities.
When the mean score of the students living in the small
residential town is compared with the mean score of students
living in other communities the lowest critical ratio obtain-
ed is 1,17, which indicates that the chances are ninety out
of a hundred that there is a true difference in favor of the
community whose students are required to take such a course.
Since the chances are ninety-eight out of a hundred
€i
I
.
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that there i9 a true difference In the amount of political
Interest In favor of the students who have had a Problems
|
in Democracy course and ninety out of a hundred in favor
!
of the community whose students are required to take that
r
subject, one may conclude that a course of this type has '
i much influence in increasing the political interest of high
I.
I
j
school students.
ij
Effect of Community Upon the Political Interest Score
.
In the analysis of previous research this investigator
found conflicting conclusions pertaining to the effect of the
community upon the student's political interest. One inves-
j
tigator discovered that the students in tfie larger cities
|
I did better on tests of political information,-^ Another inves-
tigator discovered that no significant difference existed be-
I
tween the two groups.^
!
In the present investigation no significant difference
I
was founc? to exist between the mean scores of any two commu-
nities with the exception of the critical ratio, 3.57, in
|
I
favor of the students in the small residential town when their
j
mean score was compared with that of the students in the large
residential town, (LRTa). This high critical ratio may be
I
caused by the omission of students enrolled in a business
i
i
course from the sample taken of the student population in the
latter town. However the Investigator believes that even if
1. Supra, p. 7.
2. Supra, p. 13.
—————^ —= ^
I
I

these students were Included In the sample, the critical
' ratio would have been similar to the others, shown in Table
XIX which favor the small residential town.
This group of students obtained a mean score of ^7,55
per cent which was superior to the mean scores obtained by
students living in the other towns. The effect of the re-
quired course in Problems of Democracy upon the mean score
of the students in the small residential town has been
discussed previously."^ In Table XIX the mean score of this
group of students is compared with the mean scores of stu-
dents living in the other communities. The critical ratios
obtained Indicated a true difference in favor of the small
residential community in every comparison made of the mean
scores.
TABLE XIX MEAN SCORE OF STUDENT3 IN SMALL RESIDENTIAL
TOWN COMPARED WITH MEAN SCORE OF STUDENTS
IN OTHER TOWNS
Group N. M. S.D. S.E. Diff.m. S.E.diff
.
C.R.
3RT 44 47.55 19.05 2.87 _ __ _
_^ .
_^
Irf«(b) 75 38.00 21.10 2.43 ^--^ 3.7b 2.5^
(Chances, 98 in 100 of a true difference in favor of 3RT)
SRT 44 47.55 19.05 2.87
LIT 84 41.00 21,90 2.38 6.55 3.73 1.75
(Chances, 90 in 100 of a true difference in favor of SRT)
SRT 44 47.55 19.05 2.87 r c-c ,7, . 7c:
SIC 39 41.08 15.57 2.49 ^''^ ''^
(Chances, 90 in 100 of a true difference in favor of SRT)
SRT 44 47.55 19.05 2.87 a 77 ^
LUT 30 30.50 20.90 3.81 ^''^^ ^''^ ^'^^
(Significant difference in favor of SRT)
•
TABLE XIX (Cont'd)
Group N. M. 3.D. Dlff.m 3,E.dlff. C.R.
SRT 44 47.55 19.05 2.8? ... _ „ . „
LIC 128 41.10 19.55 1.73 ^ ^'^^ ^'^^
(Chances, 94 in 100 of a true difference in favor of SRT)
The mean scores of the industrial communities large and
small, were almost identical as indicated by the critical
ratios, the largest of which is .03. The comparison of the
mean scores of these communities is shown in Table XX.
TABLE XX COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OF STUDENTS LIVING
IN INDUSTRIAL AREAS
Group N. M. 3.D. 3.E. Dlff.m S.E.diff. C.R.
LIC 128 41.10 19.55 1.73
SIC 39 41.08 15.57 2.49 5.03 .01
(Chances, 1 in a 100 of a true difference in favor of LIC)
LIC 128 41.10 19.55 1.73 « qA
LIT 84 41.00 21.90 2.38 '^^ ^'^^
(Chances, 2 in 100 of a true difference in favor of LIC)
SIC 39 41.08 15.57 2.49 , uu cso
LIT 84 41.00 21.90 2.38 ^•^^
(Chances, 1 in 100 of a true difference In favor of LIC)
The mean scores of the students in the residential towns
varied widely as may be seen in Table XXI. Factors affect-
ing the high score of the small residential town (SRT) and
the low score of the large residential town (LRTa) have been
discussed previously.
c
TABLE XXI COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OF STUDENTS LIVING IN
DIFFERENT RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES
group N. M. 3.D. 3.^. Dlff.m 3.E.dlff> S.R,
LRT(a) 30 30.50 20.90 3.81
LRT(b) 75 38.00 21.10 2.^3 f '"O ^.52 l.&b
(Claancea, 90 In 100 of true difference In favor of LRTb)
3RT 44 47.55 19.05 2.87 ^ , ^ ^.
LRT(b) 75 38.00 21.10 2.43 9.55 3.76 2.5^
(Chancea, 98 in 100 of true difference In favor of 3RT)
SRT 44 47.55 19.05 2.87 ,^ _ . ^_ _ __
LET(a) 30 30.50 20.90 3.81 17.05 ^.-^7 3.57
( Statlatlcally significant difference In favor of SRT)
The mean scores of students living In Industrial areas
were compared with the mean scores of atudenta living In
residential areas. In Table XXII It Is evident that the
ratios signifying a high probability for a true difference
between any two means occur only when the small residential
town (SRT) or the large residential town (LRTa) are involved
in the compariaon being made.
TABLE XXII MEAN SCORES OF STUDENTS IN INDUSTRIAL COMM-
UNITIES COMPARED WITH MEAN SCORES OF STUDENTS
IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS
Group N. M. S.D. S.E. Dlff.m S.E.dlff. C.R.
Lie 128 4iao 19.55 1.73 . .
'
LRT(a) 30 30.50 20.90 3.8l ^'^^
(Chances, 98 in 100 of true difference favor of LIC)
Lie 128 41.10 19.55 1.73 , 2 98 1 04LRT 75 38.00 21.10 2.43 ^'^
(Chancea, 70 in 100 of true difference in favor LIC)
LIC 128 41.10 19.55 1.73 , , _ ,
SRT 44 47.55 19.05 2.87 ^'^^ ^'^^ ^'^^
(Chances, 9^ in 100 of true difference in favor SRT)
r
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TABLE XXII. (Cont'd)
Group N. M. 3.D. S.E. Dlff.m S.E.dlff. G.R.
LIT 84 41,00 21.90 2,38 6 RR
SRT 44 47.55 19.05 2.87 3.73 1.75
(Chances, 90 In 100 of true difference in favor of SRT)
LIT 84 41.00 21.90 2.38 cq
LRT(a) 30 30.50 20.90 3.81
4.49 2.33
(Chances, 98 In 100 of true difference in favor of LIT)
LIT 84 41.00 21.90 2.38 ,
LRT(b) 75 38.00 21.10 2.43 ^ 3.40 .88
(Chances, 62 In 100 of true difference in favor of LIT)
SIC 39 41.08 15.57 2.49 r8
LRT(a) 30 30.50 20,90 3.81 4.55 2.33
(Chances, 98 In 100 of true difference in favor of SIC)
SIC 39 41.08 15.57 2.49 ,
LRT(b) 75 38.00 21,10 2.43 ^' 3.48 .89
(Chances, 62 In 100 of true difference in favor of SIC)
SIC 39 41.08 15.57 2.49 ^ at
SRT 44 47.55 19.05 2.87 3.79 1.71
(Chances, 90 In 100 of true difference in favor of SRT)
One may conclude that the type of the community has
little effect upon the amount of interest the student has
in political affairs as evidenced by the comparison made of
the mean scores obtained by students living In the various
communities.
Discriminative Value of Items.
The following tables indicate the discriminative value
of the items used in this inventory of political interest.
Those items preceded by an asterisk are those which did not
r
significantly discriminate between the criterion groups.
TABLE XXIII. DISCRIMINATIVE VALUE OF THE ITEMS IN SECTION I OF
THE "PREFERENCE INDICATOR"
% of^Moat Interest lng"Anawers J^of**Least Interest lng**An8wer8
Interest
Groups
Item High Low Dlff.^ C.R. It em
Interest
Groups
H Igh Low C.R.
96 24 72 7.6 1 0 32 32 3.2
2 68 16 52 4.4 2 12 52 40 3.4
3 66 4 64 6.4 3 4 56 52 4.84 40 20 20 1.6 4 4 16 12 1.4
»5 40 Qo 32 1.9 5 Q 48 4.3
6 84 68 16 1.4 6 .0 16 16 2.3
20 4 16 1.8 *7 40 68 28 2.1
• 24 0 24 2.6 *8 36 40 4 .3
i'
56 0 c;^50 D. f 8 64 50 D . J-
10 76 4 72 8.8 10 12 80 68 5.6
11 60 4 56 5.3 11 8 64 56 5.1
12 68 0 68 7.3 12 12 84 72 7.4
13 60 8 5^ 4.6 13 20 64 44 3.4
lA 52 8 44 3.9 14 8 52 44 3.9
15 64 0 64 6.7 15 12 60 48 4.1
*16 52 20 32 2.5 16 20 56 36 2.8
17 DO 0 68 7.3 17 lo 50 40 3.3
18 44 8 3.2 T ft 32 72
19 32 16 16 1.4 #19 40 68 28 2.1
20 72 0 Q0 . 12 80
21 40 4 36 3.6 21 28 64 36 3.8
22 52 16 40 3.1 22 12 64 52 4.5
23 72 4 68 5.3 23 12 68 56 4.9
24 20 4 16 1.8 *24 28 64 36 2.8
25 12 12 60 5.4 25 8 60 52 4.6
26 64 4 60 5.8 26 16 72 56 4.8
27 56 4 52 4.1 27 12 56 44 3.7
56 12 44 3.7 28 16 56 40 3.2
52 0 52 5.2 29 24 84 60 3.4
1. The critical ratio of three is use^i throughout the Item
analysis as the criterion of a statistically significant
difference.
4
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TABIS XXIIT. (Cont'd) '
% of"Moat Interest lng"Answers
Interest
I
Groups
Item High Low Tnff.% C.R.
% of**Lea3t Interest Ing^Answera
Interest
Groups
Item High Low C.R,
|30 64 0 64 6.7 30 4 68 64 6.4
'31 72 0 72 8.0 31 8 60 52 4.6
32 40 0 40 4.1 32 32 84 52 4.4
33 80 8 72 7.5 33 12 80 68 6.6
34 72 0 72 8.0 34 0 64 64 6.7
35 72 0 72 8.0 35 8 92 84 11,1
36 32 0 32 3.3 36 12 88 76 8.3
37 56 0 56 5.7 37 20 80 60 7.9
38 52 4 48 4.5 38 28 92 64 6.1
39 56 0 56 5.7 39 8 80 72 8.7
40 48 4 44 4.1 40 20 88 68 6.641 48 20 28 2.1 »4l 16 40 24 2.0
42 44 0 44 4.4 42 24 80 56 4.8
43 96 28 68 6.9 43 4 36 32 3.1
44 60 4 56 5.0 44 16 72 56 4.8
,45 46 8 40 3.5 *45 8 24 16 1.6
46 28 0 28 3.1 46 20 64 44 3.6
|47 52 0 52 5.2 47 24 80 56 5.0
48 60 8 52 4.6 48 8 52 44 3.9
49 40 0 40 4.1 49 32 76 44 3.5
50 60 0 60 6.1 50 12 80 68 6.6
51 40 0 40 4.1 51 20 88 68 6.6
52 60 8 52 4.6 52 8 36 28 2.5
l53 44 0 44 4.5 53 36 60 24 6.9
54 56 0 56 5.7 54 16 84 68 6.6
55 72 4 68 6.9 55 8 88 80 9.5
56 48 0 48 4.8 56 16 92 76 8.5
57 60 8 52 4.6 57 16 84 68 6.6
58 52 0 52 5.2 58 8 76 68 6,8
59 48 4 44 4.1 59 20 64 44 3.5
60 84 4 80 9.8 60 0 84 84 11.5
61 92 20 72 7.5 61 0 52 52 5.2
62 76 8 68 6.8 62 4 64 60 5.8
63 56 0 56 5.7 63 8 84 76 8.4
€r
TABLE XXIV. DISCRIMINATIVE VALUE OF THE ITEMS IN SECTION II
OF THE "PREFERENCE INDICATOR"
% of"Most Intereatlng"An3wer9 % of^Least Interest Ing "Answers
Interest Interest
Groups Groups
Item High Low Dlff C.R. Item High Low Dlff C.R,
1 72 12 60 5.2 *1 4 20 16 1.3
2 72 0 72 7.8 2 4 64 60 5.8
3 68 20 48 3.9 3 4 20 16 1.3
4 80 28 52 4.3 4 4 72 68 6.9
5 60 8 52 5.1 5 4 60 56 5.3
5 64 4 60 5.8 6 0 52 52 5.2
7 64 8 56 5.1 7 12 64 52 4.5
8 40 0 40 4,1 8 24 92 68 6.8
9 36 4 32 3.1 9 16 92 76 8.4
10 72 8 64 6.2 10 0 76 76 8.9
11 40 0 40 4,1 11 16 72 56 4.8
12 64 0 64 6.7 12 20 88 68 6,6
13 56 8 48 4.3 13 16 56 40 3.2
14 84 4 80 9.8 14 12 76 64 6.0
15 6o 8 52 4,6 15 J,4 80 76 8,5
16 44 0 44 4.4 16 20 84 64 5.9
17 44 0 44 4.4 17 12 84 72 7.4
18 80 4 76 8.5 18 0 76 76 8.9
19 72 12 60 5.4 19 4 48 44 4.1
20 40 0 40 4.1 20 8 52 44 3.9
21 64 0 64 6,7 21 8 84 76 8.4
22 48 4 44 3.9 22 8 72 64 6.123 56 40 16 1.2 »23 16 32 16 1.3
24 80 24 56 4.8 24 0 92 92 17.0
25 52 0 52 5.2 25 16 80 64 5.9
26 52 0 52 5.2 26 16 80 64 5.9
27 60 0 60 6.1 27 8 92 84 11.5
28 44 12 32 2.7 28 36 64 28 2.1
29 60 8 52 4.6 29 24 80 56 4.8
30 68 0 68 6.8 30 4 92 88 13.3
31 48 0 48 4,8 31 12 84 72 7.4
32 52 0 52 5.2 32 16 76 60 5.433 32 4 28 2.8 33 20 76 56 5.0
34 60 8 52 4.6 *34 8 28 20 1.9
^35 20 0 20 2.5 ^35 20 40 20 1.6
36 56 8 48 ^^.3 36 8 88 80 9.5

TABLE XXIV. (Cont'd)
% of "Most Interesting" Answers
Interest
Groups
Item High Low mff,% C,R.
"=57 64 L 6o ^ 8
>o 72 IP 6o R 4
44 n 44 4 4
4o~\j 76 4 72 7 8
41 52 12 40 3.4
42 72 0 72 8.0
4"? 4o 4o 4 P
44 DO A A Q
1 P PA f> 7
4^ 3D k*T A Q
1 U An A 1
i*4A C.O 1 o
Ao ou U ^n O . 1
68 68 7 4
51 64 4 60 5.8
52 64 0 64 6.7
53 48 4 44 4.4
54 56 0 56 5.7
55 76 4 72 7.7
*56 20 4 16 1.8
57 56 0 56 5.7
58 60 0 60 6.1
59 80 8 72 7.5
60 48 0 48 4.8
80 8 72 7.5
62 52 4 48 4.5
63 56 4 52 4.9
% of"Least Interest lng"Answers
Interest
Groups
Item High Low mff.% C,R.
"=57 24 88 64 6 0
8 6o RP 4 6
12 q6 84 11 2
4o 20 72 7 R
41 0 80 80 10.0
42 8 88 80 9.5
A"^ pft
f o Aft j»y
AA u QP ftA
Ac; f,h Pft f, 7O . f
Afi fto vJ O finou c; fi0 .o
A7 PA
f D 5^ A "J^
AR 1 a;±D ^nou AA 5^ fi
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Conclualona,
The major problem of thla Investigation was to deter-
mine the Interest of high school seniors in politics. It
was first necessary to determine if the instrument used in
the investigation successfully discriminated between cri-
terion groups of students. According to the scores obtained
by criterion groups of students, the "Preference Indicator"
was successful in differentiating between those students
who were interested in politics and those who were not.
Analysis of the scores showed that those students,
assumed to be interested in politics, who frequently took
part in political activities obtained the highest mean
score. The students, assumed to be disinterested in politics,
who rarely took part in such activities received the low-
eat mean score.
Those students, assumed to be interested in politics,
who indicated that history was the subject in which they
were most Interested and in which they received their best
marks obtained a mean score which was statistically signif-
icant in its superiority to the mean score obtained by stu-
dents, assumed to be disinterested in politics, who desig-
nated history as the subject which they liked least and in
which they received their worst mark.

Achievement alone In the social studies area Is no In-
dication of the amount of political Interest possessed by a
student. This was evident by the similarity of the mean
score received by **A" students, assumed to be Interested In
politics, and by "B" students, assumed to be disinterested
In politics. The critical ratio Indicated only thirty-nine
chances out of a hundred that there was a true difference
In favor of the "C" group.
To determine the extent of the political Interest
possessed by high school seniors, their scores were compared
to the mean scores received by the criterion groups .Twenty-
five per cent of the students were shown to be Interested
In politics In as much as their scores were higher than the
mean score obtained by the criterion group of students,
assumed to be Interested In political affairs. Thirty-three
per cent of the seniors obtained scores lower than the mean
score of the criterion group assumed to be disinterested In
politics. The largest number of students, representing forty-
two per cent of the seniors Included In the survey, obtain-
ed scores that were between the mean scores obtained by the
criterion groups. The mean score of the total group of stu-
dents was almost equally related to the mean scores of the
criterion groups as evidenced by the critical ratios, 5.72
and 5.12. Thus the attitude of high school seniors toward
politics may be considered one of the little Interest or
Indifference as Indicated by the scores obtained on the

"Preference Indicator".
The results of the present study Indicate that the Inter-
est of high school "boys In political affairs, as evidenced by
their mean score, Is not significantly superior to that of
the girls.
Students enrolled in the business courses obtained a
higher political interest score than did students enrolled
in the college preparatory and general courses. However, the
difference in the means was not sufficiently significant to
indicate a very superior interest.
Students who had been members of a "Problems of Democ-
racy" class showed greater political Interest than students
who had not been members of such a class. The community in
whose high school the seniors were required to take "Prob-
lems of Democracy" obtained scores which were very superior
to those obtained by students attending schools where this
was not a required subject. This investigator believes that
the "Problems oi Democracy" course was one factor that had a
strong influence upon the higher political Interest score of
that particular group.
The size and type of community in which the high school
senior lived was shown by the results of this study, to have
little effect upon his amount of political Interest.
The analysis of the 126 items included in the inventory
disclosed that eighteen failed to discriminate between stu-
(
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dents who were Interested In politics and those who were not.
Sugpreatlona for Further Study
.
I
Further Investigation would establish to a finer degree
the discriminatory value of the Items in the "Preference !
Indicator". Items, which in this investigation, were discovered
not to discriminate significantly between the criterion groupsj
should be discarded.Those items which were not understood
by the students should be rephrased.The Inventory could then
be given to larger criterion groups and an item analysis of
their responses should be more valid than one based on only
twenty-five cases.
Students* scores on a test of political information
could be compared with the scores they received on the
"Preference Indicator" to determine the degree of correla-
tion between their political interest and information scores.
The responses of students who designated a certain subject
area as being most interesting to them, could be analyzed to
determine the frequency with whldi they selected items related
to that field.
Extension of the inventory to Include items in which
students are given an opportunity to choose different types
of activities would provide further indication of their
Interests.
I
G
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING
1. Please see that the girls receive Form A, containing home
economic activities and that the hoys receive Form B, con-
taining industrial art activities.
2. Do not tell the students that the purpose of the Preference
Indicator is to measure their political interest.
5. Do tell the students the following after they have received
the booklets.
a) The purpose of the Preference Indicator is to discover
which activities connected with various school subjects
are most interesting to high school seniors.
b) Fill in all of the front page except for the chart at
the bottom.
c) Read carefully the directions on the second page before
indicating your preferences.
d) Some of the items have been repeated. In every group
chose the activities that interest you the most and
the least regardless of whether or not you have pre-
viously chosen those particular items.
e) Your score will not affect any school mark.
«
f) You have one class period in which to do this, do
not spend too long a time on any one group.
The boys will make the following corrections:
in Section II Item 51b shoul-? be Stonemason and
Item 6lb should be Cabinetmaker.
..r.i
• •; c - .
J C x '". : 11.;
; t. ..:
1
.
.-jt>i. I .
-J 1 . • : I . . ,)
Preference Indicator
1. G-ive the follov/ing information: r-.p-e , sex
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2. Check (v/) the course you are taking. College preparatory ( )
Business ( )
Home economics ( )
Industrial arts ( )
If course is not listed, name here
3. By using the numbers 9, 10, 11, 12, indicate the grade or grades in
which you studied:
Civics ( ) American History ( )
European History ( ) Problems of Temocracy ( )
Other social studies i / ( )
4. Opposite each statement put a check (\/ ) in the column headed by
b)b) Listen to news commentators
c) Listen to program.s such as:
Town Meeting; of the Air ) ^\
U. of Chicago Round Table)
d) Discuss political affairs with
parents d
)
e) Discuss political affairs with
friends e
f) Discuss political affairs in
school classes f)
g) Read political news columns g)
frequently sometimes rarely
t
I
5. "What subject do you like the best?_
l^hat subject do you like the least?_
In what subject do you get your best mark?_
In what subject do you get your worst mark?
Places
P.S,A.54P.S.A.S
J
P.S.A.S. P .S.A.Sj P.S.A.S-iP.S.A.S. P.S.A.SJ P.S .A.S.
1
i
1
People
Total^ !

DIRECTIONS
This preference recorder is divided into two sections. In section
I you are offered a choice of places to visit and events to attend
in connection viith various school subjects. In section II you are
offered a choice of people to interview. The directions for both
sections are the same.
Read carefully each group of choices offered to you. Choose the
place or person that interests you the most . Put a check {>/) opposite
it in the K column. Choose the place or person that least interests
you. Put a check (y ) opposite it in the L column.
Example:
b) caucus
_
c) observatory c^
M L ?
a
b \/
In the example the student was most interested in visiting an
observatory and therefore placed a check opposite tlie word observatory
in the M column. He was l east interested in going to a caucus and
therefore checked the word caucus in the L column.
In some groups you may not know what is meant by a certain place
or person named. Put checks opposite those items you do not understand
in the column headed by the question mark. Do not put any checks in
the M or L columns for the groups in which you do not understand all
the items.
In considering a group of items do not be influenced by any choice
you have made in a previous group. Do not be influenced by the dis-
tance you would have to travel to see the person or place but assume
that all can be easily visited.
SECTION I
In each of the following groups of items you have a choice of places
to visit or ev.vnts to attend/ Check according to directions.
M Li?
1 a
b
c
2 a
b
c
3 a
b
c
k a
b
c
5 a
b
c
6 a
b
c
United States Senate a
Weather station , . .b
Bookkeeping department c
Newspaper publishing house , a
Heproduction of colonial home b
United States House of Representatives c
Police department , a
City council meeting b
Business office.... T c
Airplane experimental laboratory .a
State capitol building b
Bank T c
Book publishing house a
Exhibit of Indian relics , b
Tov/n hall.
, c
National Capitol
, , a
Juvenile court session b
Purchasing department
, c
r
n _
7 a) Symphony concert aj.»*<
b) Meetlng of civic reform group.. b|.»»«
c) School of Journalism cL
8 a)Exhibit of political campaign propaganda a
b) Exhibit of war propaganda. b
c) Demonstration of laboratory equipment c
9 a) Child welfare bureau .a
b) Political rally b.
c)Historical society's museum c
^^a)Exhibit of modern painting a
b) Home of famous author b
c)Primary election c
^^a)Local historical site ..a
bjjail b
c)Polls on election day c
^2a)Electric power station. ,a
b) Sculptor's studio b
c) Demonstration of voting equipment c.
^^a) Shakespearean play a
b)Governor*s inauguration b
cjstate sanitarium c
^^a)Town meeting a
b) 01d newspaper files b
c)Place where stars and planets are studied c
^^a) Choir performance a
b) Political rally b
c)Place that manufactures laboratory equipment c
16
a) Library a
b) (Government housing project b
c)Meeting to change state constitution c
^7a)Colonial battlefield • a
bjMeeting of state legislature
c)Demonstration of office equipment c
18
a) Checking of voting lists a
b) Health department b
c) Stained glass window studio c
^^a)Counting of election ballots a
bjMeeting of chamber of commerce b
c)Exhiblt of historical documents c
^^a)Parole board. .a
b) Symphony orchestra rehearsal b
c) State convention of a political party c
^^a)Marine laboratory (study sea life) a
b) Congressional committee meeting b
c) Naturalization proceedings c
. . •
4 •

22 a)Better Business Bureau a
b) Counting of election ballots. l
c) Short story writer's class c
23 a) Exhibit of historical autographs
b) Session of state legislature "c
c) 2xhibit of early musical instruments c
2k a)Book v:eek exhibit.....
b) Place where stockfj are bought and sold t
c) Meeting of voter's league ..c
25 a) Exhibit of etchings a
b) Meeting of historical society 1:
c) Town meeting c
26 a) Natural science museum a
bjVoting place on election day c
c) Bureau for the blind, c
27 a)Political committee meeting ...a
b) Office of dealer in stocks and bonds 1:
c) Exhibit of primitive art..... c
28 a)Primary election a
b) Oil refinery b
c) Library c
29 a)Place described in a story or play a
b ) Fi sh hatchery • . c
c) Preparing the polls for elections c
30 a)Sxhibit of oriental art a
b) Meeting of political party's leaders b
c) Meetinp: of manufacturers c
31 a) Exhibit of laboratory equipment a
b) Library .b
c) Sessipn of state legislature c
32 a)Private employment agency a
b) CollGction of first editions b
c) Checl:ing of voting lists.
33 a)Meeting to change state constitution a
b) Music library b
c) Exhibit of early manuscripts c
3^ a) Exhibit of Egyptian art
b) State convention of a political party
c) Private loan company. . . , c
35 a)Political rally a
b)Musical instrument factory b
c) Physics laboratory c
M . L
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36 a)Industrial research laboratory a^
b) Gity council meeting b
c) Police department c
(
37
38
39
^3
k6
^7
^8
50
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
0
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
Department of social welfare • ai
Literary club meeting b
Political party*s headquarters c
Exhibit of political propaganda ....a
Colonial village b
Chemical manufacturing plant c
^fnolesale business house a
Political party's state convention b
Exhibit of historical letters .....c
Opera rehearsal •••••a
Naturalization class b
Political committee meeting •.c
insurance company a
City hall b
Demonstration of laboratory equipment c
Historical play .a
Shakespearean play b
Tovm council meeting c
Presidential inauguration a
Newspaper publishing house b
Art museum ••••c
Coin collection a
Naturalization class t ••...b
State board of elections c
State house a
Sales department of business firm b
Veterans' hospital c
1
Kitchen of restaurantCtEoundEji).
Headquarters of labor union b
Preparing polls for election c
Hare book collection a
Meeting of voters' league , b
Furniture store ( Lumberyard) c
Congressional committee meeting a
Food canning planti SUeet. metpl. 5lipp) b
Meeting of historical society c
Household furnishing department 1 01^33. mppiifPPJ-yrlPg. . . ,a
Counting of ballots (election) PJ-PP^) b
Mus ician 's recital c
Tovm meeting a
Day nurserylWoodForklng. shop) b
Biological laboratory ...c
51 a)Session of police court a
b)Clothing manufacturing plantlMfPWPP. ?^9P; b
.Meeting of town council
Litems in psrenthesea are those used In Form B.

7*
52a^Pollt leal p?^rty*s headqu^rrters 8
b^nemonst ration of household equipment CTert lle.mlll) . . . ^
0/ D^ep^jrtnent of social welfare,, , •••••••<;
538;Food freezing demonstration iS^e^l, mj-lj.) , 5
b)Exhlblt of historical letters b
G)3t9te board of elections
, •
....o
54s) Colonial cemetery ,.,..s
b)Sxhlblt of political propagand?? .b
cj DTessmaklng class (Ikuto. rgpplr shopO c
55p)P'^llt leal party*s state convention a
b) Home canning demonstration (W^lsllng. stiop) b
c) Collectlon of first editions ..... c
56a) Cooking demonstration lAJrplpnf giaintepaipc© 9hop) ... .a
bjRare book collection , b
c) Congressional committee meeting c
57a)Ret«ll business firm , a
b) Reglst rat Ion of voters , b
c) Cooking school ( Ps^tlp repair, sUop) . c
580) Demonstrat Ion of business machines a
b) 3ewlng demonstr^t Ion (Plestlca.msnufacturlBg. plant) . . . b
c) Town council meeting * c
U> L 7
'
j
•
1
• I*
. !.« 4 •
i
^
*
1
• ]
•
i
•
• !•
59a)Day nursery lBvii;.dJng popsfryct Ijn) a
b) Clty hall b
c) Chemistry laboratory ..................c
6o«) President Isl nominating convention ••...••..••a
b^Aquarlum ......... .......b
cjFKbric shopCjopl, mpklpg. sUop) c
6la)United Nations General Assembly .... .a
b) Model furnished house ( blueprint lug. slaop) . .b
c) Art club . c
1
62a) Fashion show i Drafting ropm) , , » a
b) Opera b L
c) President ial inauguration . ,c L J
a}yoters* league meeting , . . . a 1. .t
b}Building inspector b |.
.j,
r)Gocking editor ( Jb^pyajr-d) 0 !l. .!
1
(
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SECTION II
In the following groups you are given a choice of people to inter-
view. Check according to directions.
! M
4>
1 a
b
c
2 a
b
c
3 a
b
c
^ a
b
c
5 a
b
c
6 a
b
c
7 a
b
c
8 a
b
9 a
b
c
10 a
b
c
11 a
b
c
12 a
b
c
.13 a
b
c
Ik a
b
c
Certified public accountant a
United Nations delegate b
Atomic physicist c
Indian War veteran a
U.S. representative ...b
Writer of radio scripts c
Foreign ambassador a
Auditor b
Prison warden c
Office manager a
Radio engineer b
GovernorT c
Reporter a
Secretary of State b
Archaeologist (studies ruins of past civilizations )....
c
Juvenile court investigator a
Head bookkeeper b
Candidate for national office c
Official of state government a
Pianist b
Journalist c
Political party worker a
Weather forecaster b
Chairman of medical board c
Food and drug inspector a
City councilman b
World War I veteran ....c
Sculptor a
Interpreter b
Attorney general c
City manager a
Head of a reformatory b
Authority on Indian folklore c
Forester a
Community's oldest inhabitant b
Delegate to state political convention c
Prominent politician , a|.
Biologist b
Historian c
Deep sea life authority a.
Landscape architect b|.
Member of the cabinet c
r
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
a
b
c
Candidate for state office..,
Laboratory technician
Symphony orchestra conductor.
Jury foreman a
Modern novelist b
Leader of minority party in state legislature
Textile designer
City doctor
Member of political party
Officials of town government a
Probation officer. T b
Harpist i »
Mayor's campaign manager a
Public stenog-ra^pher b
Custodian of^^a historical site^ » c
Authority on local history..... a
Executive secretary of a business firm b
Member of state lep-islature • c
Playwright a
Judge in juvenile court b
Delegate to national political convention c
Publicity writer for political party a
Keeper of historical documents b
Maker of violins c
City hall reporter a
Production manager b
Book editor c
Piano tuner a
Billing clerk b
Tov7n clerk , c
aMember of state board of elections
Proof reader (checks printer's proof for errors) b
Seismologist (studies earthquakes) c
Labor union official a
Surrealist artist b
Person who helps to draw up political party's platform..
c
National chairman of political party. a
Writer of biographies \ b
Designer of ships' engineering equipment c
Maker of historical maiDS a
Architect b
Person who checks the identity of voters at the polls...
M
i
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ML?
29
30
31
32
33
3i^
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
Buyer of equipment and materials for a business a
Reader of manuscripts before they are published b
The member of the legislature whose job it is to keep
legislators of his party "in line" f
Policewoman a
Pharmacist t
Leader of majority party in state legislature c
Prison chaplain a
Bank cashier t
Candidate for state office , c
Pladio script writer a
Person v/ho helps write political party's platform t
Financial page editor c
Person who studies development and customs of man a
Poet . . . .t
Town clerk c
Governor a
Spanish-American War veteran t
Jewelry designer c
Labor union official a
Maker of historical maps "t
City officials c
Choir director a
Salesman b
Town clerk c
Drama Critic a
Still life painter t
Candidate for local office c
Member of the cabinet. a
Director of veterans' rehabilitation center b
Author of historical fiction c
Member of a jury a
Librarian b
Member of a political party's nominating committee c
Art critic a
Astronomer b
Member of state legislature c
Mayor's campaign manager a
Director of public welfare b
Botanist c
Aeronautical engineer a
Bank manager b
Candidate for national office c
Electrical engineer a
Town councilman b
Civil War veteran c

ML?
b
c
^5 a
b
c
^6 a
b
c
4? a
b
c
k8 a
b
c
k9 a
b
c
50 a
b
c
51 a
b
c
52 a
b
c
53 a
b
c
5^ a
b
c
^5 a
b
c
56 a
b
c
57 a
b
c
58 a
b
c
Delegate to political party's state convention a
Short story writer b
Industrial chemist c
Etcher a
City manager b
Director of community center c
Literary editor a
Gr 0 ce r .( .W.aav.ar.) b
Supervisor at election place c
School nurse a
Supervisor of polls b
Re s taurant hostess. .( P.r.l.nt.eT.) c
Political cartoonist a
Nurse. . .(jClar.pant,er.) b
World War I Veteran c
Industrial designer a
Household editor. . .(.G.lAs.s. .a.e.t.t.e.r.) b
Person who helps to draw up political party's platform.
c
Sales manager a
Cooking editor. .(3.t.ojrxe. masiDji.) b
Chairman of state board of elections c
Political columnist a
Business executive b
Ha t de s i e r .( JTAnaalth.) c
Paymaster a
Candidate for local of f ice XM.lllwJ?.l^ht.) b
Dietician c
Fashion authority .( MaMtenan c.e aup.erlntenient) g
Electrical engineer , b
Political news editor c
Person who studies diaries, letters and records for
historical information. ..
a
Officials of city government b
Person v/ho Drepares and serves banquets ^CPje^jgiDii. who c
runs a "newapnper printing press)
Supervisor at the election doIIs a
Household editor. .(House painter) "b
Librarian c
Person who has just come to live in this country a
Supervisor of a hotel housekeeping department b
Town Selectman c
Curator of historical museum a
State legislature reporter b
Cooking expert .(AJ.r.plsjxft me.cJuPxU-.c.) c
Housewife. .(.Rs4io. .t.e.cJn.nLc.l^xi.) a
Book revievjer b
Boss of a political party in a ward c
r
59ff)Msyor
, . » # , » «
b)Nur9e,(Dle maker) • . * 1^
,
c)Concert singer
, , ,
c
6o?j3ocl«^l service worker ,«|
bjwomen'a tailor
. (Type, setter) . . . > • . . . .t)
c)Member of political nominating committee ,c|
6l??)U. 3. Senator, . , • ?|
b) Interior decor'^tor ( Ceblnetmslcer) . . , b|
c) Costume designer c
62?i) Dressmaker! Cprpeptfr)
,
a
b) Research chemist,
, ,
».b
c) Polltlc«>l cartoonist
, , ,
.c
63a ) Grocer (fr^LnJer)
, /. ,a
b) 3ea shore life authority b
e) Supervisor of polls. » .c
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ITEMS RANKED ACCORDING TO THE INTEREST
OF HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS.
Tti9 following lists are of places, events and people
that could be visited by students in connection with certain
school subjects. Items in the "Preference Indicator" were
taken from these. The number preceedlng each item Indicates
the numerical difference between the students who indicated
that the item was among those most interesting to them and
those students who indicated that the item was among those
In which they were least interested. A negative number In-
dicates that the item was more often Indicated as being a-
mong the least Interesting.
POLITICAL ITEMS
(Ranked according to the Interest of nineteen students).
Places and Events
15: United Nations General
Assembly
15: U. S. Senate
13:House of Representatives
13: City council meeting
11: State House
11: Presidential Inauguatlon
11: Town hall
10:Natlonal Capitol
10: City hall
7: Civic reform group's
meeting
7:Exhlbit of political cam-
paign propaganda
7:Polls on election day
People
17: United Nations delegate
17: U. 3. Senator
17:U. S. Representative
16: Foreign ambassador
15: Governor
14: Secretary of State
13: Candidate for national
office
ll:Mayor
ll:Political cartoonist
10:Politlcal news editor
9: Councilman
8: Attorney general
8: City manager
8: Political news columnist
-80-
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POLITICAL ITEMS (cont.)
6:Prlmary election
6:Pre3lientlal nominating
convention
5:Meeting of town council
4: Demonstration of voting
equipment
A:Govemor'g Inauguration
4: Town meeting
3: Registration of voters
3:Polltlcal rally
3: Const Itut lonal convention
2: Session of state legisla-
ture
0: Congressional committee
meeting
•1: Counting of ballots
•3: Checking of voting lists
•4: State board of elections
•4:Polltlcal party's state
convention
•5 '.Voters' League meeting
•7: Preparing polls for elec-
tion
'8:Polltlcal committee meet-
ing
-8: Political party's head-
quarters
-8: Delegate to national polltl
cal party's convention
7: Candidate for state office
7: Cabinet member
6: Delegate to state conven-
tion
4: Candidate for local office
3:Mlnorlty leader
3:Prominent politician
3:Member of state legisla-
ture
2:Town hall officials
2:Non-voter
l:Ward boss
1: Party member
l:MaJority leader
l:Clty hall reporter
OtWrlter of political prop-
aganda
0: State legislature reporter
0: Party worker
0: Party whip
-1: Challenger at polls
-2: City officials
-2:National chairman of poli-
tical party
-3: Selectman
-3: Chairman of state board of
elections
-4:Meraber of political party's
platform committee
-6; Town clerk
-8:Member of political party's
nominating committee
-10: Supervisor of election
place
BUSINESS ITEMS
(Ranked according to the interests of twenty-seven students)
Places and Events
21: Bookkeeping department
20: Bank
12: Business office
11: Purchasinp department
11: Sales department
People
13: Auditor
12:0fflce manager
10: Certified public account-
ant
10: Filing clerk
c1
BUSINESS ITEMS (cont.)
9:
9:
6:
5:
4:
3:
1:
-1:
-1:
-2:
-3:
-3:
-3:
-5:
-6:
-6:
-8:
Insurance company
Payroll department
Shipping department
Demonstration of
business machines
Small retail business
Government employment
bureau
Demonstration of office
equipment
Better Business Bureau
Office supply and
appliances
Chamber of Commerce
meeting
Wholesale business
Business library
Private employment
agency
Stockbroker' s office
National convention of
manufacturers
Credit Union
Stock Exchange
10:Head bookkeeper
8: Banker
8: Business executive
6:Personell manager
6:Bank teller
5 '.Paymaster
3:Executlve secretary
3: Inventory clerk
-ItProductlon manager
-1: Public- stenographer
-1: Purchasing agent
-A: Sales manager
-4: Stockbroker
-A: Credit manager
-6: Foreign exchange banker
-6: International banker
-6: Financial page editor
-7: Statlclan
-7: Billing clerk
> 10: Retail merchant
•10: Salesman
14: Bill collector
HISTORY ITEMS
(Ranked according to the interests of twenty- four students)
Places and Events
l8:Hlstorical film
l6:Exhlbit of Indian relics
14: Replica of colonial village
14: Reproduction of colonial
home
13: Indian camp site
13: Exhibit of World War I
propaganda
11: Showing of old newsreel
8: Colonial graveyard
8: Colonial village
8:Historlcal play
6:01d newspaper files
5:Local historical site
4:HistorlC8l Society's museum
1: Colonial battlefield
l:Exhlbit of historical
autographs
People
15: Indian War veteran
l4: Spanish-American War
veteran
13: Archaeologist
lltWorld War I veteran
10: Civil War veteran
9:Proctucer of historical
film
8: Authority on Indian
folk lore
7: Community ' s oldest
Inhabitant
5:Author of historical
fiction
4:Hlstorlan
4:Authorlty on local history
2:Custodlan of historical
site
c
HISTORY ITEMS (cont.)
OrE^lblt of historical
-iocument a
OiMeeting of historical
society
-2: Exhibit of early
manuscript s
-1: Exhibit of Greek
culture
-1: Exhibit of Roman cult
ure
-3:Exhlblt of historical
letters
•3: Exhibit of Egyptian
letters
-3: Exhibit of rare coins
-2: Keeper of historical
documents
-2: Curator of historical
museums
-3:H1 storlcal cartographer
-A:Hlstorlcal researcher
-4 : Anthropolog 1 st
(Ranked according to the Int
l6:Veteran's hospital
15: Criminal trial
15:Pollce department
12: Juvenile court
11: Boys' club
9: Orphanage
8: Reformatory
7: Bureau for the blind
5: Child welfare bureau
5: Jail
4:Pollce court
4: Slum district
3: Sanitarium
3:(TOvernment housing
project
0: Industrial medical
center
-l:Naturallzatlon proceed-
ings
-1: Health department
-IrParole board
-6:Home for aged
-6 Headquarters of labor
union
-6:Naturallzatlon class
-7:Poor farm
-7:Hosplt9l out-patient
department
-10: Department of social
welfare
Y ITEMS
sts of thirty-eight students)
l6:Recreatlon director
12: Prison warden
11: Juvenile court worker
9: Food and drug Inspector
8:Head of reformatory
6: Juvenile court judge
6:Head of veterans' re-
habilitation center
5: Jury foreman
5: Prison chaplain
4:Tjlrector of community
center
2: Labor union official
2:Probatlon officer
l:Clty doctor
0: Police woman
0: Chairman of medical board
-3: Immigrant
-6: Truant officer
-6:He8lth Inspector
-6: Policeman
-7: Recently naturalized
citizen
-BBulldlng Inspector
-8: Social service worker
-9: Member of jury
-10: School nurse
-12: Director of public wel-
fare

SCIENCE ITEMS
(Ranked according to the Interests of twenty-five students)
.
Places an-^ Events People
15:Weather station 14
l4: Aeronautical laboratory 12
11: Radio transmitter 11
11: Industrial research 10
laboratory 10
10: Demonstration of labor- 9
atory equipment 5
10: Chemical laboratory 5
9: Chemical manufacturing 5
plant 4
8: Aquarium 4
8:011 refinery 3
6:Natural science museum 2
6:Electrlcal power house 2
6: Astronomical observatory 2
5:Manufacturers of laboratory 1
equipment 1
4: Zoo 0
4: Biological laboratory -2
3:Physics laboratory -2
2:E3chibit of laboratory -2
equipment -3
l:Filtration plant -3
0: Marine laboratory -5
-?:Fi3h hatchery -6
-9: Collection of insects -6
•11: Botanical gardens -7
-11: Apiary -7
-ll:Nature walk -8
-12:Aviary -10
-l8:Bird walk -11
Atomic physicist
Radio engineer
Aeronautical engineer
Research chemist
X-ray technician
Electrical engineer
Forester
Industrial chemist
Laboratory technician
Deep sea life authority
Chemist
Biologist
Astronomer
Physicist
Surgeon
Civil engineer
Pharmacist
Meteorologist
Metallurgist
Air conditioning engineer
Marine engineer
Doctor
Seismologist
Bacteriologist
Geographer
Fish and game warden
Veterinarian
Zoologist
Geologist
Botanist
Seashore life authority
LANGUAGE ARTS ITEMS
(Ranked according to the interests of twenty-one students)
17: Film based on historical
novel
12: Newspaper publishing house
11: Book publishing house
7: School of Journalism
6:Noted author's house
4:Llbrary
2: Shakespearean play
-l:Rare book collection
-3: Collection of first edi-
tions
14:
14:
13:
11:
9:
8:
7:
5:
5:
5:
Writer of radio scripts
Radio announcer
Reporter
Journalist
Interpreter
Playwright
Editorial writer
Short story writer
Publicist
Modem novelist
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LANGUAGE ARTS ITEMS (cont.)
-3: Short story writers* 5 : Drama critic
class 3 :Copy writer
-5: Book week exhibit 3 : Scenario writer
-6: Scene of literary action 2 :Book reviewer
-ll:Llterary club meeting 1 :Book editor
0 : Manuscript reader
-3 : Biographer
-3 : Proofreader
-5 ;Es3ayist
-5 : Humorist
-6 {Copy reader
-6 [Continuity writer
-7 :Poet
-7 [Lecturer
.ijiuerary euivor
-11"[Librarian
HOME ECONOMIC ITEMS
(Ranked according to the Interests of twenty-one students)
Places and Events People
19: Fashion show 14! Dressmaker
13: Model house 12! Interior decorator
11: Dressmaking class ll! Nurse
u«uay nursery rasmon eQibor
3: Clothing manufacturing 11: Beautician
plant 10! Dietician
1: Fabric shop 9: Restaurant manager
1: Sewing demonstration 8: Milliner
1: Cooking school 2: Housewife
0: Cooking demonstration -7: Household editor
0: Department store -9: Cooking editor
-l:Food canning plant -11: Caterer
-2: Food freezing demonstra- -12: Hotel housekeeper
tion -13: Grocer
-3:Home canning demonstra- -14: Restaurant hostess
tion -14: Tailor
-4: Furniture store -16: Market manager
-6: Demonstration of electri- -17: Butcher
cal equipment
-7: Display of kitchen equip-
ment
-7: Restaurant kitchen
-17: Demonstration of home
laundry equipment
ji
i

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
(Ranked according to the Interests of twenty-nine students)
Places and Events People
21: Drafting room 12: Cabinetmaker
16 1 Blueprint Inpc sliOD 12: Carpenter
10 1 Bulldlncr conatructlon 8: Maintenance superln
8: Woodworking inaclilne aliOD t endent
7 J Tool shop 6 • Tinsmith
6 : Automobile repair shop 6 iLand aurvevor
5:Pla3tlcs manufacturing 4 [Die maker
plant 4-[Millwright
A: Radio repair shop 3 iTool designer
2: Machine shop 3 ! Electrician
l:Electrlcal repair shop 3 [Automobile mechanic
0:Alrplane maintenance 2!.Radio technician
shop 1;! Rlfioksmlth1 i~J^ C* V/ <w 0 1x1 J. w ft-&
•1: Fiber glass manufactur- X 4
ing plant < Wa1 AT*If ^X Ll. ^ X
—l!Sh*»et metfll shots -1'
» w X X ^ X 0 Ul J- U
—
^* St Afti n1 firtt -1'X 4 PI TlTTll^ftT'
—X < wx alio w^Vx a li X
— R I Sh 1 t5v A fd
— R t Lumherv n rd -2't. 4 XI w r* 0 CI^V X X w w 0 i-U CI & 4
— Ol169 u 1116 u S X nU X 2x6
X
— ft* Pt'I nt. 1 Tier sVm'n
-3j Riveter
12: Foundrv -4! Bricklayer
1 it • H 0 T*!^WS T*P O'tnT'AX~ •IXOXLLnoXC uwXO -4! Mason
-4: Wire worker
-5! Molder
-6! Glazer
-6 J Compo alter
-9: Painter
-9: Weaver
-IOj Linotype operator
-12: Printer
MUSIC ITEMS
(Ranked according to the Interests of twenty-one students)
Places and Events
7: Symphony concert
12: Opera
11: Concert of American music
4: Choir performance
l:Exhlblt of early musical
Instruments
People
16: Composer
ll:Planlst
10: Concert singer
8: Accompanist
8: Opera singer
r
MUSIC ITEMS (cont.)
3:Mu3lcal instrument
factory
l:Muglclans recital
-1: Orchestra rehearsal
-8: Opera rehearsal
•15: Choir rehearsal
8: Orchestra conductor
5: Organist
4: Music arranger
2: Violinist
2:Muslclans agent
2:Harpl8t
-2:Vloiln maker
-2: Instrument maker
-3! Piano tuner
-9: Choir director
ART ITEMS
(Ranked according to the interests of twenty-one students)
jrj.aces anQ Jcivenos J: eopx©
xdiHTTi ClUD exniDiTi 1 Zi. uosxume designer
iojjirxisu s suuciio ii: oXrage designer
12: Window display artist
10: Art museum 10: Sculptor
8: Indian art exhibit 13: Jewelry designer
7:Exhi"bit of modem painting 12: Portrait artist
7: Exhibit of modern sculpture 7: Commercial artist
6: Sculptor's studio 6: Landscape painter
6:Exhlbit of old master's 4: Seascape painter
wo rks 4: Still life painter
A: Exhibit of etchings 3: Art critic
3: Art colony 2: Etcher
3: Exhibit of church art 1: Landscape architect
3:Exhiblt of oriental art 0: Textile designer
3:E:diiblt of period furniture 0: Architect
0:Textile exhibit -1: Art editor
-1: Architectural features of -1: Stained glass window
neighborhood designer
-2: Art supply store -3: Surrealist
-2: Stained glass studio -3: Mural painter
-2:Exhlblt of tapestries -6: Ceramic artist
-6:E3thlblt of primitive art -8: Industrial designer
-5:Exhlblt of Egyptian art
-11: Ceramic workshop
,}
GENERAL TABLES
TABLE XXV. SCORES OBTAINED BY INTERESTED CRITERION GROUP
CHOSEN ON BASIS OF PARTICIPATION IN POLITICAL
ACTIVITIES
% Score f d fd fd^
96-100 2 8 16 128
91-95
86-90 1 S 6 36
81-85
76-80 2 4 8 32
71-75 3 3 9 27
66-70
61-65 2 1 2 2
56-60 3 0
51-55 4 -1 -4 4
46-50 2 -2 -4 8
41-45 3 -3 -9 27
36-40
31-35 1 -5 -5 25
26-30 1 -6 -6
Total 22r 13 32^
M.60.70 Q-12.93
Md-57.15 SD-18.20
SE- 3.55
-88.

TABLE XXVI. SCORES OBTAINED BY DISINTERESTED CRITERION i|
GROUP CHOSEN ON BASIS OF PARTICIPATION IN P
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES li
% Score r d id 3pT^rd*=
86-90 1 12 12 144
81-85
76-80
71-75
66-70
61-65 2 7 14 98
56-60
51-55 1 5 5 25
46-50
41-45 4 12 36
36-40 6 2 12 24
31-35 2 1 2 2
26-30 8 0
21-25 4 -1
It
-4 *4
16-20 3 -2 12
11-15 7 -3 -21 63
6-10 4 -4 -16 >—- J.6^4
1 -5 -5
Total 5
M-28.60 Q-11.80
Md-27.05 SD-16.90
3E- 2.58
c
TABLE XXVII. SCORES OBTAINED BY INDIFFERENT CRITERION
GROUP CHOSEN ON BASIS OF PARTICIPATION IN
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
_
% Score f fd
66-70 4 7 28 196
61-65 2 12 72
56-60 5 5 25 125
51-55 3 4 12 48
46-50 5 3 15 45
41-45 3 2 6 12
36-40 5 1 5 5
31-35 12 0
26-30 4 -1 .4 4
21-25 3 -2 -6 12
16-20 3 -3 -9 27
11-15 2 -4 -8 32
6-10 2 -5 -10 50
1-5 1 - S
Total 54 60
M.38.55 Q-11.35
Md-35.50 SD-17.50
3E- 2.38
ii

TABLE XXVIII. SCORES OBTAINED BY INTERESTED CRITERION GROUP
CHOSEN ON BASIS OF ATTITUDE FOR AND MARK RE-
CEIVED IN HISTORY
•f lu. fd^
a 16
ox— X 7I 71 4q
( u—ou "ZJ 1 ftXvJ 1 nftX<o>0
71 -7"=? 1 CJ -?
oij» f u p A
h 1 pXc =^6
30—0U VJ o X£ p4
5X-55 oc. X p P
46-50 3 0
*tX— A "X -4 4
36-40 3 -2 -6 12
31-35 5 -3 -15 45
1 -4 -4 16
16-20
11-15 2 -7 -14 98
Total VT 22 654
M-50,60
Md-50,50
SD-19.55
Q-14,30
SE- 3.02
rc
TABLE XXIX, SCORES OBTAINED- BY DISINTERESTED CRITERION GROUP
CHOSEN ON BASIS OF ATTITUDE FOR AND MARK
RECEIVED IN HISTORY
-3 :
% Score f (3 fd
76-80 2 9 18 162
71-75 1 8 8 64
66-70
61-65 2 6 12 72
56-60
51-55
46-50 2 3 6 18
41-45 3 2 6 12
36-40 3 1 3 3
31-35 8 0
26-30 6 -1 -6 6
21-25 3 -2 -6 12
16-20 7 -3 -21 63
11-15 6 -4 -24 96
6-10 4 -5 -20 100
Total W -24 008
M-30.45 Q-10.48
Md-28.40 SD-17.80
SE- 2.59
(
XtkOLiBt AAA*
=—:
—
TXT UTOTATSV
% Score f d fd fd
06-90 1 10 10 100
O'^ Of-81-85
7o-oO
71-75 2 7 14 98
66-70 3 6 1 018 108
61-65 2 5 10 50
55-60 3 1,4 12 48
51-55 1 3 3 9
46-50 2 2 4 8
41-45 7 1 7 7
36-40 5 0
31-35 0 -1 -8 8
26-30 4 -2 0-0 -1 c16
21-25 4 -3 -12 36
16-20 4 .4 -16 64
11-15 4 -5 -20 100
6-10 1 -6 -6 36
Total 51 8 588
M-38.80
Md-36.00
SE- 2»56
Q-11.70
30-18.35
c
TABLE XXXI. SCORES OBTAINED BY "C" STUDENTS IN HISTORY
% Score f d fd fd^
76-80 2 8 16 128
71-75 3 7 21 147
66-70
61-65 2 5 10 50
56-60 1 4 4 16
51-55
46-50 1 2 2 4
41-45 4 1 4 4
36-40 6 0 •
31-35 6 -1 -6 6
26-30 1 -2 -2 4
21-25 4 -3 -12 36
16-20 2 -4 -8 32
11-15 2 -5 -10 ^0
Total 32r 19 477
M-40.80
Md-37.15
Q-10.
SD-18.50
SE- 3.17
I
r
I
TABLE XXXII. SCORES OBTAINED BY COMBINED INTERESTED
CRITERION GROUPS
r d
96-100 2 10 20 200
91-95
86-90 3 8 24 192
81-85 1 7 7 49
76-80 5 6 30 180
71-75 4 5 20 100
66-70 2 4 8 32
61-65 6 3 18 54
56-60 9 2 18 36
51-55 6 1 6 6
46-50 5 0 .
41-45 7 -1 -7 7
3o-40 3 -2 c-0 12
31-35 6 -3 -18 54
20-30 2 •4 Q-0 32
21-25 3 -5 -15 75
10-20
2 -7 1
A
Total 66 83 927
M-54.30 Q-12.95
Md-54.65 3D- 17. 66
SE- 2.17
€I
f
TABLE XXXIII. SCORES OBTAINED BY COMBINED UNINTERESTED
CRITERION GROUPS
% Score 1 a id rd
86-90 1 12 12 1 ji144
81-85
76-80 2 10 20 200
71-75 1 9 9 01
66-70
61-65 4 7 2o 196
56-60
51-55 1 5 5 25
46-50 2 JL4 00 32
41-45 7 3 21 03
36-40 9 2 18 36
31-35 10 1 10 10
26-30 14 0
21-25 7 -1 -7 7
16-20 10 -2 -20 40
11-15 13 -3 -39 117
6-10 8 -4 -28 112
1-5 1 -5
-5
.
25
Total 90 32 1088
M-29.80
Md-27.65
SE- 1.82
Q-11.63
SD-17,30
t
TABLE XXXIV. SCORES OBTAINED BY HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
I ct IG,
-_2
Id
9O-100 3 12 36 432
91-95 1 11 11 121
00-90 9 10 90 900
OI-05 3 9 27 243
76-80 10 8 80 640
71-75 15 7 105 735
DO-70 11 0 ccDO 396
OI-O5 22 5 110 550
5o-50 21 4 84 336
51-55 23 3 69 207
40-50 21 2 42 o4
41-45
36-40
38 1 38 38
37 0
31-35 50 -1 -50 50
20-30 30 -2 -oO 120
21-25 38 -3 -114 342
16-20 23 -4 -92 368
11-15 28 -5 -140 700
6-10 15 -6 -90 540
1-5 2 -7 -14 98
Total 400 198 6920
M-40.50 Q-14.85
Mri-37.40 SIX-20.50
SE- 1.03
cI
Cll
TABLE XXXV. SCORES OBTAINEIT BY BOYS
f X
-Jl.
— xuu z X J. 33 303
Q1 -OR
oo— C0 9 5**
At Rc
c.
Q0 XO 120
f O—OU h •71 oft xyo
•7
1
f%0 ho
7r» D 3U X5vJ
01— If T 7<1 f 0
T TXX 33 99
CI cc51-55 lU An40
40-50 0 X 0 0
h^ Ac 2h 0
15 -X -15
^3 0— c — *tD
26-30 12 -3 -36 108
21-25 15 -4 -60 240
16-20 11 -5 -55 275
11-15 10 -6 -60 360
6-10 7 -7 -49 343
1-5 2 -8 -16 128
Total 185 -21 3^57
M-42.45 Q-15.60
Md-39.65 Sir- 21. 60
SE- 1.59
rc
TABLE XXXVI. SCORES OBTAINED BY GIRLS
% Score f d fd f
d
91-95 1 12 12 144
86-90 3 11 33 363
81-85 1 10 10 100
76-80 6 9 54 486
71-75 8 8 64 512
66-70 5 7 35 245
61-65 11 e 66 396
56-60 10 5 50 250
51-55 13 4 52 208
46-50 15 3 45 135
41-45 14 2 28 56
36-40 22 1 22 22
31-35 27 0
26-30 18 -1 -18 18
21-25 23 -2 -46 92
16-20 12 -3 -36 108
11-15 lo —4 -72 200
6-10 8 -5 -40 200
Total 215 259 3^23
M-39.00 Q-14.13
Md-35.85 SD-19.65
3E- 1.34
r
TABLE XXXVII. SCORES OBTAINED BY STUDENTS WHO HAVE HAD A
PROBLEMS OF DEMOCRACY COURSE
% Score f d fd fd^
96-100 1 12 12 144
91-95
86-90 3 10 30 300
81-85 1 9 9 81
76-80 4 8 32 256
71-75 2 7 14 98
66-70 5 6 30 180
61-65 8 5 40 200
56-60 e 4 24 96
51-55 9 3 27 81
46-50 7 2 14 28
41-45 6 1 6 6
36-40 10 0
31-35 7 -1 -7 7
26-30 8 -2 -16 32
21-25 6 -3 -18 54
16-20 -4 -16 64
11-15 7 -5 -35 175
6-10 2 -6 -12 72
Total "1^ 13^ 1874
M-45.00
Md-43.85
SE- 2,24
Q-15.93
3D^22.00
cI
I
TABLE XXXVIII. SCORES OBTAINED^ BY STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT HAD
A PROBLEMS IN DEMOCRACY COURSE
% Score f d fd fd^
96-100 2 12 24 288
91-95 1 11 11 121
86-90 6 10 60 600
81-85 2 9 18 162
76-80 6 8 48 384
71-75 13 7 91 637
66-70 6 6 36 216
61-65 14 5 70 350
56-60 15 4 60 240
51-55 14 3 42 126
46-50 14 2 28 56
41-45 32 1 32 32
36-40 27 0
31-35 43 -1 -43 43
26-30 22 -2 -44 88
21-25 32 -3 -96 288
16-20 19 .4 -76 304
11-15 21 -5 -105 525
6-10 13 -6 -78 468
2 -7 -14 98
Total 304 54 5026
M-39.05 Q-13.88
Md-35.50 3D-20. 30
SE- 1.16
1
TABLE XXXIX. SCORES OBTAINED BY STUDENTS IN A COLLEGE
PREPARATORY COURSE
^ Q A A pX CI 1 a.
00-90 3 10 30 300
01-05
f O-OO e. 00 10 12o
f 1- f D ( 1 Aq zA "z3^3
00— f U 0 ^^30 210
0 JL—05 5 cD 125
50—ou lU A An40 T ^n100
1^ 7039 TIT11 f
40-50 10 2 20 40
At Ac 10 1 lo lb
_50«»*t(J 15 U
31-35 14 -1 -14 14
26.30 11 -2 -22 44
21-25 17 -3 -51 153
16-20 7 -4 -28 112
11-15 12 -c; -60 300
6-10 7 -6 -42 252
1-5 2 -7 -14
Total 157 4o 2418
M.39.25
Md-28.35
3E- 1.56
Q-14.65
SD-19.60

TABLE XL. SCORES OBTAINED BY STUDENTS IN A BUSINESS COURSE
/V U \^ \J X ^ f fd -fd^
X XX
1 X^J XvJU
A
*T Q
»
J ft PA 1 QPxyc
7
1 ^3 p4c;
71 -7R 48 P88
6fi-7n(JlJ • f V/ pCm c
xu A An xou
7
f
PIcx
»T
1
o
c. 1
A
X*T pfl
fto X QO o
X*T u
36-40 10 -1 -1 10
—
c
rA xuo
26-30 13 -3 -39 117
cX— XX — -44 176X f u
X.L
11-15 9 -6 -54 324
6-10 4 -7 -28 196
Total 157 -5 3027
M-A2,85 Q-15.53
Md-37.25 SD-21.95
3E- 1.75
1
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TABLE XLI. SCORES OBTAINED BY STUDENTS IN A GENERAL COURSE
% Score f d fd fd'^
86-90 1 10 10 100
81-85
76-80 3 8 24 192
71-75 1 7 7 49
66-70 1 6 6 36
61-65 0 5 30 150
56-60 3 4 12 48
51-55 5 3 15 45
46-50 3 2 6 12
41-45 7 1 7 7
36-40 7 0
31-35 6 -1 -6
26-30 5 -2 -10 20
21-25 9 -3 -27 81
16-20 4 .4 -16 64
11-15 9 -5 -45 225
6- 10 2 -12 72
Total 72 1 1107
M-38.05 Q-15a8
Md-36.20 SD-19.60
3E- 2.30
I
r
:
^
C
TABLE XLII. SCORES OBTAINED BY STUDENTS LIVING IN LARGE
INDUSTRIAL CITY (LIC)
% Score f d fd
86-90 2 9 18 162
81-85 2 8 16 128
76-80
n.?5
4
6
7
6
28
36
196
216
66-70 4 5 20 100
61-65 8 4 32 128
56-60 7 3 21 63
51-55 5 2 10 20
46-50 4 1 4 4
41-45 16 0
36-40 11 -1 -11 11
31-35 21 -2 -42 84
26-30 7 -3 -21 63
21-25 12 -4 -48 192
16-20 7 -5 -35 175
11-15 8 -6 -48 248
6-10 3 -7 -21 147
1 -8 -8 64
Total 128 -49 2001
M-41.10 Q-15.00
Md-42.80 SD-19.55
3E- 1.73
r
TABLE XLIII. SCORES OBTAINED BY STUDENTS LIVING IN LARGE
RESIDENTIAL TOWN (LRTa)
% Score I d Id Id
76-80 1 10 10 100
71-75 2 9 18 162
66-70
61-65 2 7 14 98
56-60
51-55 1 5 5 25
46-50
41-45 1 3 3 9
36-40 3 2 6 12
31-35 2 1 2 2
26-30 0
21-25 0 -1 -0 0
16-20 1 -2 -2 4
11-15 9 -3 -27 81
6-10 2 .4 -8 ?2
Total 30 15 531
M-30,5
Md-22.5
Q-13,05
SO- 20. 90
3E- 3.81
I
_
r
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TABLE XLIV. SCORES OF STUDENTS LIVING IN SMALL INDUSTRIAL
CITY (SIC)
% Score f d id st2id
81-83 1 13 13 169
78-80
75-77 1 11 11 121
72-74 1 10 10 100
69-71 2 9 18 162
66-68
63-65
60-62
57-59 1 6 6 36
54-=^6
851-53 2 4 32
48-50 3 3 9 27
45-47 4 2 8 16
A2-44 4 1 4 4
39-41 2 0
36-38 3 -1 -3 3
33-35 3 -2 -6 12
30-32 2 -3 -6 18
27-29 1 -4 -4 16
24-26 4 -5 -20 100
21-23 3 -6 -18 108
18-20 1 -7 -7 49
15-17
8112-14 1 -9 -9
Total 39 14 1054
M-4l,08 Q-10,05
Md-40.75 SD.15.57
3E- 2,49
I
!
t|
1

TABLE XLV. SCORES OBTAINED
INDUSTRIAL TOWN
BY STUDENTS
(LIT)
LIVING IN LARGE
f (J fd fd^
o
e. tte.
h
f o—ou
o 1 A 100
DO* f U TX c e OK
»
J 1 Q AA"to
f J 01cJ.
7
1
o
A
*T A A
Q
— V-'
O — X
7 — c -1 A 9AcO
7 -PI—
21-25 8 -4 -32 128
16-20 6 -5 -30 150
11-15 7 -6 -42 252
6-10 -7 -21 147
Total .34 16 15
M-41.00
Md-38.85
3E- 2.38
Q-15.58
SD-21.90

TABLE XLVI. SCORES OBTAINED BY STUDENTS LIVING- IN LARG-E
RESIDENTIAL TOWN(LRTTd)
% Score f d fd
c
fd^
96-100 1 13 13 1^9
91-95 1 12 12 144
86-90 1 11 11 121
81-85
76-80 2 9 18 162
71-75 3 8 192
66-70
61-65 3 5 18 108
56-60 3 5 15 75
51-55 4 4 16 64
46-50 4 3 12 36
41-45 7 2 14 28
36-40 5 1 5 5
31-35 12 0
26-30 8 -1 -8 8
6 -2 -12 24
16-20 4 -3 -12 36
11-15 5 -4 -20 80
6-10 5 -5 -25 125
1-5 1 -6 -6
Total 75 75 1413
M-38.00
Md-34o05
SE- 2,43
Q-12.95
SU-21.10
I(
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TABLE XLTII. scop^g OBTAINED BY STUDENTS LIVING TV en r * T TIN SMALL
RESIDENTIAL COMSTTNITY
% Score f d fd
—
—
—
-
fd
86-90 2 9 18 162
81-85
76-80 2 7 14 98
71-75
66-70 3 5 15 75
61-65 5 4 20 80
56-60 4 3 12 36
51-55 5 2 10 20
46-50 3 1 3 3
41-45 2 0
36-40 5 -1 -5 5
31-35 3 -2 -5 12
26-30 5 -3 -15 45
21-25 1 .4 -4 16
16-20 3 -5 -15 75
11-15
6-10 1 -7 49
Total 4o 67^
M-47.55 Q-14.68
Md-48,85 3Di-19.05
SE- 2.87
t
i\
i!
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